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1 AGBeb I PR0CEEDINGS

2 JUDGE BRENNER : I gue ss we can begin.,

{]} 3 This room is small enough so that we don't have

4 microphones, but the Reporter is at one end. Those of you

5 at the other end will have to make sure she can hear you.

6 Let's get the appearances of the parties.

7 starting on our left with LILCO.;

8 MR. ELLIS: Tim Ellis and Don Irwin and Tony

9 Earley on behalf of the Long Island Lighting Company.<

10 MR. REIS: Ed Reis, Bob Perlis, Bernard

'
.11 Bordenick, Russ Purpo, and project manager--

12 JUDGE BRENNER : Let's just keep it to the people,

13 who are going to talk. It is going to be complicated for

() 14 the Reporter.

15 MR. REIS: -- on behalf of die Nuclear Regulatory

16 Co mmission S ta ff .

17 MS. LETSCHE: Karla Letsche, Lawrence Lanpher and

18 Allen Dynner.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Lanpher, you can come closer

20 if you want. We won't bi te.

21 MR. LANPHER : If the need arise s.

.22 JUDGE BRENNER: de had at least two main subjects

23 for today. One involved a carryover with respect to the

() 24 diesel litigation involving the blocks, and the other

25 involved the main purpose of the conference of Counsel this

__ . _ _ _ _ - . . . - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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1- AGBa b I morning, which is the remand issues on which we have

2 received written reports from the parties pursuant to our

(} 3 order.

4 Which subject do the parties wish to take up

5 first?

6 MR. ELLIS: The diesels.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, let's take up the

i 8 diesels first.

9 When last we lef t this subject, one of the

10 pending matters was the County's request that an examination

il be made of the coating in the cam gallery cracks below the

12 weld cracks, and there was some discussion of who could make

13 such an examination and what the procedural forms would be ,

() 14 but I won't get into it unless we have to.

15 MR. ELLIS: Judge, as I indicated to the Board on

16 Friday, I undertook over the weekend and Monday to look into
i

17 the matter more thoroughly, and to the extent that I was

18 able to do so, I did learn more about it, consulted with our

19 experts.

20 And late yesterday af ternoon, I communicated to

21 Mr. Dynner. a settlement 9ccommodation on that particular

22 1ssue which I would not be surprised if he has not had an

23 opportunity to review with his consultants because it

() 24 happened late in the afternoon. But I have not had an

25 opportunity to discuss that with Mr. Dynner this morning.

. _ . _ . .. __. _ ._ ._ _ , _ _ _ - _ _ - , _ , . _ . _ . - - . _ . . - _ . . _ . - ___ __ . . _ - . _ . - .-
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1 AGBeb I LILOO would be interested in seeing whether that

2 would bear f ruit. If it doesn't, LILCO would like an

(} 3 opportunity, because it feels very strongly about a number

4 of these 1ssues, to be able to address the Board on the

5 particular point. And I'm prepared to do some of that

6 orally.this morning if the Board is interested in doing it.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

' 8 Does somebody want to tell us what the

9 communication was, or do you want to keep that among the

10 parties for now?

.11 MR. ELLIS: It is an of fer to the County which is )

12 an off er of se ttlement which I'm not sure-- Mr. Dynner and

13 I have not dis' cussed it and I don't know that it would be

() 14 appropriate for us to outline. But it does involve having

; 15 tests conducted as a part of the accommodation.

1-6 MR. DYNNER: I don't mind responding right now

17 and informing you before the Board and the rest of the world
,

18 that the proposal is totally unacceptable, and the reasons

19 why don't have anything to do with the technical side which

20 you are quite right, I have been unable to discuss with

21 Dr. Anderson because of the f act that we just got this last

22 evening.

; 23 The reasons why it is unacceptable is that first

() 24 of all it uses the test as a way of saying-- The bottom

| 25 line, and I have no problem saying it , Tim, if you don't , to
i
!

._.__. - . - . . . . , . .. , , - - , _ . . .. - . - - - . - . _ , - - - _ - . - . _ . ,.
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I AG8eb I the Board is that the crux of the off er-- Stop me if you )
2 don't want me to say this.

|

(]} 3 MR. ELLIS: No, I have no problem at a.11. I
|

4 don't mind.

5 MR. DYNNER: The crux of the proposal is, as I

6 see it, in a sentence on page 2 that says:

7 "If the results...."

8 That's the results of this testing--

9 " .. ..showed any concentration of high-temperature

30 oxides, magnatites and/or wustites at levels of 10

.li percent or greater, then the County would withdraw

12 its contention on the blocks provided further that

13 LILCO complies with the Staff recommendations
,

() 14 concerning wire gaging in the cam gallery and oddy

15 c urre nt testing in the area between the stud holes

16 on the block top."

17 That's the end of that quote.

18 In the first place, the suggestion that we made

19 concerning the testing didn't have anything to do with

20 withdrawing the entire contention. It had to do with a

21 modification of the issue concerning the cam gallery cracks.

22 In the second place, LILCO's experts have

23 provided testimony that it was only by vir tue of the -- or

() 24 th at the thickness of the oxide layer could only have been

25 formed from high-temperature oxides in order to reach that

i

:

|

|

|

. .- . - _ . - . .- . .-- . . . - .
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>I AG8eb I degree of thickness and indeed, if it had been formed under

2 low-temperature conditions it , would have taken 30 million

3{} years or something like that to reach this thickness, and

4 now we're talking about, well, if 90 percent of that 30

5 million years had been reached, we are supposed to give us

6 our contention.
1

7 So it is for those two reasons that the

8 suggestion in your letter to me is -- sugg es tion s are

9 unacceptable. And I haven't been able to get into the issue

10 of the x-ray crystallogy, or the labs or anything like that

.11 because I haven't talked to Dr. Anderson. But I think those

12 two -- unf ortunately those two approaches as set forth in

13 the proposal make is unacceptable.

() 14 And therefore, I am in a position immediately to

75 renew our motion to compel LILCO to turn over to us the

16 section, the fractograph, the cracked sample of the cam

17 gallery saddle Number 7 in order for us to proceed to have
!

18 the x-ray test performed and present the results to the

19 Board and the parties at an appropriate time.
'

20 I am very sorry that there ar e a lot of people in

i 21 the room who don't have the slightest idea what we're

22 talking about.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: I think it is to their benefit.

() 24 4R. DYNNER: I was going to suggest that it is to

25 their bene fit.j

m
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1: AGBeb I MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, may I--

2 JUDGE BRENNER: We ll , .let me po in t ou t tha t the

/") 3 purpose of this discussion was not to summarize all of the'

(>
4 testimony, and by selectively summarizing some of it,

5 Mr. Dynner, you did not include all of it which may bear on

6 the issue. And I'm sure you understand that yourself.

7 MR. DYNNER: I didn't intend to. I just wanted

8 to highlight the reasons why we found that the LILCO

9 proposal was unacceptable.
!

10 JUDGE BRENNER: You'll have to have the testimony

11 that Dr. Anderson himself said that if there was 10 percent

12 or more magnatite he would reach certain conclusions.

13 MR. DYNNER8 I thought he said 25 percent..

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER: No, that was your que stion, and I

15 said "Is that a magic number?" And he said No, 10 percent

16 would be the number. And then we found out that you and he

17 didn't have a chance to talk enough to pick the percentage
,

18 in the question you would ask him on what must have been

19 re-re-redirect by that point.

20 But as I said, even that is only a selective-

21 slice of the record, as I recognize.

22 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, le t me , if I may, just

23 say a few things.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: The point I am at is to put the

25 procedures in place to have the motion and answer placed

|
i

_ . _ _ . - _ _ . - _ _ _ - _ _ . - .-_ . _ . - . . . _ _ . _ - - . . _ _ _ _ .
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1 AG8eb 1 before us in the near future, and in the n.santime permit the

2 parties to discuss possible settlement fur.ther in the next

3 short time frame. But if- you want to say anything else, you

O 4 can.

5 MR. ELLIS: - Let me just very br.ie fly, but I think

6 it would be appropriate at this time to put a few

7 procedures.

8 As I indicated to the Bnard last time, and I am

9 prepared to review those portions of the transcript, the

10 state of the record at the current time is that Dr. Bush and

.11 Drs. Rau and Wachob had indicated that the test is.not
12 necessary s it is not just the. thickness, it is also the

13 color.

(}
I4 Dr. Anderson himself indicated in

5 cross-examination that he advocated the use of the test but
16 also, when I questioned him about whether the wire gaging of
17 the cam gallery would satisfy his concerns, I believe his

18 answer was -- and I can review that with the Board if it is
19 appropriate now -- that that would be appropriate.

20 The major problem that LILCO has is we have the

21 burden. We think we have carried the bu rden . There is this

22 additional test with which we. think there are very

23 substantial technical problems. And we don't see where it

24 advances the cause.

25 I f one assume s that--- Let's assume f or the
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I AG8eb l- moment that we show more than 10 percent high-temperature

2 oxides. We don't see that that advances the cause very much

3 at all because then the County simply says "Well, maybe someq)
4 of it did form during the casting process, but some of the

5 rest of it may not have," and all the re s t .

6 I f we show less than 10 percent we think there

7 are very substan tial technical dif ficulties with being able

8 to tell that, but If that is the result, t hen we think there

9 are also explanations of that which are not inconsistent

10 with LILCO's theory, although if you showed 100 percent of

Il nothing but hematites that would be inconsistent , as we

12 admi tted in our testimony.

13 So we don't see that that advances the cause very

() 14 much, particularly since LILCO, as the Sta ff has

15 re co mmended . -- They are recommending that LILOO strain gage

16 or wire gage the cam gallery and therefore there will be

17 that check.

18 If you put that together with the f act that the

19 engines during that period are going to be operated only f or
20 an hour or so a month until the first refueling outage, we

21 don't see on the whole that it advances the cause very much.
22 Our proposal-- I think I should poin t out that

23 that was the bottom line, but we also recommended, because

() 24 of the tremendous technical di fficulties -- and we will be
25 reporting this to the Board in our writing -- is that it be

I

_. -
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| AGBeb i dome by two independent laboratories, each utilizing two

2 independent techniques , x-ray crystallography, which we

(~' 3
V} think is veny difficult, and Mossbauer spe ct roscopy.

4 The problem with the x-ray of course is

5 essentially what you are doing is sending an x-ray in there

6 to interrogate what is in there and the kind of surf ace you

7 have, even tnough this is a thick oxide, in the sense of

8 what this is is a .2 to .5 mils which is-- In this respect

9 it is thin, and it presents some very serious or difficult

10 problems of measurement, particularly when what you are

Il af ter is a quantitative measuremen t.

12 The consulations that I have been able to have
13 indi ca te that you would have to set up a standard. You

() 14 would have to create samples with known quantities in there

15 so that you could have a benchmark. This I am told is a

16 difficult and . time-consuming task.

17 There are technical dif ficulties, and LILCO is

18 prepared to attempt to address these with the County, and we

19 will do 50 while we. at the same time on a parallel course,

20 comply with the Board's schedule for submitting the
21 appropriate papers.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Has any of the discussion

23 involved the e xamination and also a photograph at 500 power

() 24 of the crack in the vicinity of the weld as a comparison to

25 the 500 power photograph which is in the record of the crack

l

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 AGBeb i . beneath the weld in the cam gallery?

2 MR. ELLIS: It hasn't, Judge, but we will go

(}
3 ahead and take that photograph and give it to them.

4 Our testimony was that you wouldn't be able to

5 see any more than-- You wouldn't be able to see I think
I

6 thin or no oxide there , and I think that a photograph will

7 show that. And we will go ahead and take that.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Would that also include the

9 opportunity for Dr. Anderson to look at the sample through

10 the micros cope--

.11 MR. ELLIS: Again?

12 JUDGE BRENNER -- at 500 times if he wants to?

13 MR. ELLIS* Sure.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER All right. Why don't you supply4

15 the photograph as soon as you can, identif ying what it is

16 from since you have no objection, and also setting forth the

17 opportunity for Dr. Anderson to view the s ampl e i f he

18 wishes, or anybody else on behalf of the County, and Sta ff

19 if they wish. It is the thought that when we reconvenn the
|

20 evidentiary hearing, we would make that part of the record.
I

21 I think we're finished with the block, other than

22 se tting forth some procedures , and also the findings,

23 subject-- Why don't we turn to the findings subject and

() 24 then we'll turn back to the coating.

l 25 MR. ELLIS: Judge, we have -- I don't think are

!
,

._ -- -- . - _ - . . . - - _. .
_
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1 AG8e b I of one mind on the findings. LILCO believes now that the
:
i 2 evidentiary hearing is completed on this aspect of the

3 blocks that we ought to go ahead and sot a schedule for this

4 aspect of it.

5 If we wait until th; end of the arditional

6 hearing, then we will have a very substant ' . record to do

7 in a shorter period of time, and we would pref er to do as we

8 have done on- the crankshaf t, and get the mat ter out of the

9 way now. Ne thint it would be helpful to the Bo ard. We

10 think it would focus the Board's views, and when the hearing
1

.11 resumes, if it had those before it, we think it would

12 expedite the Board's consideration of the issue and expedite

13 a decision.

() 14 If we wait until the end and set a hearing
,

15 schedule, it will be more di f ficul t for the part ies to-- It
i

16 won't be as fresh in our minds. I n a ddi ti on , it won't be

17 any help to the Board to prepare f or the second hearings and

18 to focus the second hearings.

19 MR. DYNNER: Yes. We would like to file one set

20 of compreh'ensive findings on the blocks as you had ;

21 suggested, witnin 15 days -- a shortened period af ter we

.22 deal with the blocks in the second hearing, and the reasons

23 are thir,s

() 24 Num ber on e , the principal reason I think we have

25 already discussed before the Board, and that was that with

|

!

!

!
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i AGBeb 1 with the schedule that we're on in this he aring, given the

2 f act that we are going to have the same lawyers working on

{} this for obvious reasons, we think that it would put an3

4 unnece ssary strain on resources with: ge.tting into discovery,

S writing testimony, and doing the other things necessary to

6 get ready for the second hearing.

7 de would of course begin working on the findings

8 to the extent we can right away. It is really not a

9 question of delaying the job of ge tting moving on the

10 findings but, rather, having-- Re alizing that there is

.11 going to be a good deal of interruptions and digre ssions

12 from the findings during the preparation f or lit igation in,

13 the second phase, it really would put an u nnecessary burden

() 14 and strain on those involved. And I would like us to be

15 able to think that we have done the very best Job we could

16 in putting the findings together.

17 Number two , it seems to us what is most useful
i

18 would be comprehensive findings that could draw comparisons

19 where appropriate. I don't believe that' the Board, in terms

20 of what is going to be put on in the second hearing

21 concerning the blocks, is going to need to have anything

22 focused for it by preliminary findings or partial findings
;

23 in order to know what is happening in the second litigat ion.

() 24 So I think that that is a rather subsidiary point.

25 Therefore, it seems to us that what we ought to

|

|

|

- . _ . __ . . .- . .
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)
;I AGBeb I give you is a comprehensive findings on the entire i ssue

2 within a time frame that doesn't go the full 60 days after

~T 3
(G

the end of the second hearings.,

4 JUDGE BRENNER : The shortened time frame that we

5 were talking about would be af ter completion of the blocks ,

6 not af ter completion of the entire remand of the hearings.

7 MR. DYNNER: Yes, sir, tha t 's wha t I meant. And

8 I am assuming we will take up the blocks with no objection

9 from LILCO or the Staff as the initial issue in the

10 hearing, the second-phase hearing I should call it.

.11 So that we would be l ooking f or-- Assuming that

12 that is ooing to be at most a couple of days, and I don't

13 kn ow why I a m op t i mi s t ic abou t i t , bu t w e ' re talking some

() 14 time I guess the end o.f February for the first findings to
.

15 come in. And those are to be comprehensive findings.

1-6 JUDGE BRENNER: We told the County we would be

17 sensitive to its schedule concerns in reopening the hearing

18 and we will be, including this matter. The County knows

19 best what its problems might be. It seems to me, and

20 admittedly somewhat in ignorance of all of your allocation

21 of resources decisions, that you are going to have similar

22 problems in February tha t you would have now. You are going

23 to have to allocate diff erent Counsel to do certain tasks at

() 24 that time.'

25 MR. DYNNER: We wi.11 have-- I'm not sure--

|
|

.

|
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I AGBe b I JUDGE BRENNER: You don't have to answer right
:

2 now.

{' ;' 3 MR. DYNNER: I don't think we need the detail. I

4 will just sy to you that we have people who are f amiliar(
I

5 with the issues that we have been litigating during the '

6 whole perlod from now through the time the hearing begins,
1

7 working on a number of matters including the findings. l

8 The problem we would have is if we were put on a.

9 regular 40-day schedule from now, let's say, is that I know

10 that there are lots of other chores that people, the lawyers

.11 involved including myself, are going to have to be doing
12 concerning Phase .II, so we really wouldn't get the benefit

13 of the normal 40 days that would be ordinarily allotted to

() 14 us in terms of real work time.
,

15 So I would request, just as an accommodation and

16 since the Board has earlier suggested that 15 days after the
a

17 close of blocks would not be an of fensive idea to them, but,

! 18 as an accommodation I would request that we do it on the

19 basis that we have sugge sted.

20 MR. ELLIS: Are the conflicts only lawyers, or do

21 they involve technical people at all?

22 MR. DYNNER: I have the feeling that the problems

23 that I see are mainly lawyer problems, and not consultant

() 24 problems.

25 JUDGE BRENNER : Does the Staff have a pref erence?

_- , . - . - = _ - - - - _ _ . - . _ _ . . . - - , . - _ _ - - . - , . - .
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1 AGBe b I MR. PERLIS Not a strong one. I think the

2 problem is an -allocation of resources would be the same

[' }
3 either way. But unless the Board feels a need to have the

4 findings.beforehand. I. think one advantage of doing them

5 later. is, at least in our view, certain of our findings

6 depend on inf ormation that will be discussed at the reopened

7 hearing, and the findings we will be able to give , for

8 instance in the cam gallery area, without seeing the results

9 of the strain gage test, are somewhat tentative.

10 I'm not sure it makes sense to do findings on

.11 that area now and then do them again once we have final

12 data. In terms of resources, it is not going to make th at

13 much diff erence.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We will permit that

15 type of schedule. It .is my personal opinion that it would

16 have helped the Board a li ttle bit to have the issues

17 f ocused through propos ed findings be fore going into the
18 reopened hearing, bJt not so strongly that we would insist

'
19 upon it.

20 We could give LILCO the option of filing findings

21 before us 30 days from today, and ulen the right to

22 supplement those findings by reference back to the portions

23 you would add to and delete or otherwise modif y in a filing

() 24 15 days af ter the close of the block record. Ar'd we could

25 just leave it at that. They could have the option now,

I
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1 AG8eb I without any commitment on your part being nece ssary today.

2 For guidance, the total pages we might expect to

3 set for the findings would be about the same as we set f or

4 the original crankshaf t findings of about 90 total pages. I

5 mention that-- We might adjust that number of course af ter

6 the reopened hearing, but just for guidance now, since each

7 of the parties, even though we are not requiring a filing

8 now, are clearly going to have to use this time to begini

9 draf ting the findings.

10 And if LILCO does choose to file something, file
3

|| the proposed findings 30 days from today, which would I

12 guess be December 20th, you should keep in mind that the 90.

13 pages will include your reply and perhaps the

() 14 supplementation of that. By the time you're finished

15 deleting or modifying, we would look at the total. But

16 leave yourself some room if you are doing that.
'

17 For what it's worth, Mr. Ellis, you mentioned the

18 crankshaf ts as an example of having findings in two stages.
19 In my mind -- I'm speaking f or myself -- that was not a '

20 rational way to proceed on the crankshaf ts. It came about

]
21 because of the time and LILCO coming late to the realization

22 that it would move to reopen the record on the matter as it

23 has. And if we had .known earlier on the crank shaf ts, I

() 24 doubt if we would have set that type of approach.

25 On the other hand, and ironically on the bloc ks ,
|

i

I

_. . _ . _ . , , - . - _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _.-____,_.._.__. ._ _
_
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i AGBeb I I think that is a subject that would have better lent itself

2 to having the findings in two stages because the areas of

{} 3 the blocks likely to be af fected, although to te sure they

4 may be affected greatly, are nevertheless severable areas in
.

5 terms of crafting and organiz.ing findings.

6 But because of the timing of things, we have

7 resulted with the opposite arrangement t'han might have beer.

8 perfect for each subject. But nonethele ss we will proceed

9 th a t w ay . '

10 Now with the schedule we will set for the block

|| findings after the f urther hearings on blocks it will be for

12 LILCO to file its proposed findings so that we will receive

13 it 15 days af ter the close of the record on blocks. And we

() 14 want to be able to litigate the blocks first.

15 MR. ELLIS : Judge Brenner , would the f i n 1 '.n gs

16 then for the County and the Staff follow also on some other

17 schedule o ther than the normal-- In other words, would they

18 also be abbreviated to take account of the fact that there
19 have been several months in the interim when people have

20 heen preparing?'

,

'
21 Because one of the reasons we wanted to do the

22 findings early, that is, do the -- cover the f airly;

23 voluminous record now and the smaller record later is that

() 24 we hope to be able to minimize the imposition on the Board
,

25 to have a reasonably -- what the Board would want to have,,

i

.. . - . , . . . , , . , - - . - - - . - - ---
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I AGBeb I a reasonably prompt decision.

2 So do I understand that if LILCO has to file its

(~) 3 findings 15 days after the close of the block record that
\J

4 there would be similar abbreviated times f or the findings

5 for the County and the Staff?

6 JUDGE BRENNER: No. It is difficult to cut that

7 interval period, the ten-day interval period. The purpose

8 of the interval is to be abl e to read, analyze and respond

9 to the material contained in the proceeding proposed

10 findings. It is just difficult to set less than a ten-day

.11 time f rame for that purpose.

12 MR. ELLIS: Again, the only pro bl em I can f or es ee

13 is if Mr. Dynner's forecast of a couple of days I think he,

() 14 mentioned in his remarks earlier for the block , for one

15 reason or another, balloons, into a longer period, then we

16 may have a situation where LILCO is required to produce
17 findings on a bigger record in a shorter amount of time.

18 And I guess that is a problem we can deal with if it arises.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: We would be willing to address
!

20 that again if the situation does arise.

21 MR. ELLIS: A ll r.ight , sir.
!

22 I take it the option that the Board gave LILCO is

23 Just f or LILCO to do i t. It is not for the County or the

() 24 Staff to do it.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: They can if they want to.

;

i

4

i
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t AGBeb i MR. ELLIS: We will If they will.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: The County won't, it sounds

3 like. Any party can pursue that option.{}
4 MR. ELLIS8 All right, sir.

5 JUDGE BRENNER8 The only gain in the op tion -- by

6 the option, it seems to me , would be to give the Board some

7 ma terial to help focus our thoughts. As I said, we .think

8 that it could be helpful but we don't feel so strongly about

9 it that we're going to set that as a schedule. Also, its

10 efficacy is vitiated somewhat when we only receive that fron

.11 one party. So we will leave it solely as an option.

12 I want to take a short break before we come back
13 to the subject of the blocks, including procedures.

() 14 One thing I am thinking of is that we should get

15 a wr i tten mo tion from the County. I t can be v ery bri e f , but

16 I want to make sure I understand what the County is asking

17 for so procedure doesn't overcome substance on this matter.

18 In a written motion you may decide th at there are

19 several alternative options, each of which could satisfy

20 what the County is seeking, in other words, a motion to

21 compel discovery or LILCO conducting the test itself, or

22 bo th.

23 And there may be some benefit to the settlement

() 24 letters and further discussion even if it doesn't lead to a
25 resolution or a partial resolution in terms of giving the

,
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1 AGBeb I parties ideas of what could be accomplished, practica.11y,

2 even if it then has to be put in a motion because one party

(V~)
J won't voluntarily do i t.

4 Why don't you think about that for a few

5 minutes? I want to take a break until 9:15.

6 MR. DYNNER: If I can respond, in terms of a

7 written motion , given LILCO's le tter and the technical

8 issues that are raised in it, it would seem to ne that

9 before we file any kind of written motion, I will really

10 have to go back and check with Dr. Anderson to make sure

11 that what he has been talking about is the same things that
1

12 are talked about in this letter. I

13 Some of the terms in here are not f amiliar to me
,

( )) 14 at all, so I don't think we would be in a position to

15 respond right away, if that is what you had in mind.

16 JUDGE BRENNER : I didn't mean tomorrow. And one

17 reason I was thinking of a wri tten motion was to give you

18 the opportunity to do what you just said. But I was

19 thinking of next week, but you can suggest a time frame when

20 we come back.

21 All right. We'll be back here at 9:15.

22 MR. DYNNER: On the blocks?

23 JUDGE BRENNER : Yes. And then we will let you

O 24 9o-

25 (Recess.)

I

;

!

!
,
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1 AG3agb I JUDGE BRENNER: On the record.

2 One reason we took the break was to see if we

{^-}
could give some preliminary guidance to ease the procedural3

m

4 burden on the parties and also to permit some greater

5 ef ficiencies in the motion and answer process.

6 It is our view now that at a minimum the County

7 should be entitled to have the tests performed on the

8 coating in question. We would be willing to be disabused of

9 that view in written pleadings but the parties are going to

10 have to work very hard to accomplish disabusing us. I think

.I l we have considered the arguments but of course there are

12 arguments that we might not have considered.

13 We realize that a practical eff ect of that would

(,m) 14 be that LILCO or the Staff might f eel the need to have its
,

15 own tests conducted. We are not on our own specifying the

16 test, we don't know what tests have the greatest potential
,

17 for some usef ul result. Some tests have been discussed on
18 the records Mr. Ellis mentioned another test here that was
19 at least a new one to me but probably not to other people.

20 And wha t we would like to do is to ge t the

21 parties to at least agree, if possible, that the County

22 would be permitted to have the test conducted, perhaps the

23 agreement would he broader , that other parties would go

(') 24 ahead and do the test along the lines perh aps suggested by
i

| 25 LILCo. We don't know what those lines are , although they
|

|

<
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1 AGBagb i have been alluded to. However we will also set a schedule

2 for motions and answers if no agreement can be reached.

{} 3 And let's say if agreement isn't reached on the

4 f act that at a minimum the tests will be conducted at the
5 behest of the County -- I shouldn't say at a minimum, bu t

6 some possible result, it may be a further agreement is

7 reached that the County will not f eel the need to have the

8 test conducted and somebody else would have the tests

9 conducted and that would suffice s and there are all kinds of

10 possibilities that might arise beyond those two the parties

.11 might arrive at. But would it be reasonable to set next

12 Wednesday for either a report, a joint report from the

13 parties that sufficient agreement has been reached to avoid

() 14 the need for motions or, in the alternative, a motion from

15 the County seeking whatever relief it would seek with

16 respect to the tests: a motion to compel discovery being

17 one possible request and perhaps other requests in

18 combination or in the alternative.

19 MR. ELLIS: I think that would be reasonable,

20 Judge. I do hope the Board will retain an open mind on the

21 i ssue itself because we do not believe tha t the Board --
22 that we have had an adequate opportunity to appr ise the

2J Board of what we consider to be the practical problems

() 24 involved in the lack of utility or usefulness of such a

25 test.

_
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1 AGBagb I Now on further investigation we may, too, be

2 disabused of our current view but we do want an opportunity

3 and we do hope the Board will keep an open mind on that
V(~S

4 because we don't think what the Board has heard to date is

5 from people who, on the whole, in any event, the proponents

6 of the test or f rom people who are experienced in conducting

7 tests of this sort, particularly in a qJ antitative f ashion.

8 So we would earnestly request that the Board maintain an

9 open mind on that matter and give us an opportunity to

10 address that issue f ully. I think next Wednesday would be

.11 an adequate opportunity to see if anything f urther can come

12 f rom the off er of settlement that LILCO has made to the
13 County.

() 14 I think one of the problems that LILCO has, of

15 course , is that we don't see clearly how the issue is much

16 advanced by the extreme likelihood of ambiguity in the
17 results. Bu t I. think next Wednesday would be plenty of time
18 within which we can apprise the Board of that and begin the
19 clock on filing of papers on that.

20 de do want , though, an adequate ooportunity to

21 submit to the Board papers necessary to give our entire view

22 of the matter, including what the record discloses to date

23 on the issue.

(]) 24 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. The motion has to be

25 filed on November 27th, because there is not agreement that {

|

|
|
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I AGBagb I at least somebody will perform the test then that is

2 different than the necessity of an overall settlement

{} 3 agreement, you recognize?

4 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir.
,

5 JUDGE BRENNER: We'll set a time for answering

6 the written motion of December 4th for LILCO and the Staff.
7 MR. DYNNER: Judge , did you mean -- Wednesday

8 would be November 28th, wouldn't i t , r at he r th an -- I . th in k
4

9 you said the 27th.

JO JUDGE BRENNER : Did I say the 27th? I'm sorry, I

11 meant the 28th.

12 MR. ELLIS: So would that be the 5th then?

13 JUDGE BRENNER: If you want it.
4

() 14 MR. ELLIS: Thank you.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: I was looking ahead to 1985

16 apparently.

I 17 Mr. Ellis, it was a preliminary judgment on our

; 18 part but not so preliminary that we consider it a gross

19 pr ej udgmen t. We think we appreciate t he g is t of the

20 arguments, although certainly not all of the details. Anda

21 .let me point out that much of what you have said in argument
1

22 that the test should not be performed could be said in
'

23 other contexts, such as the need to perf orm compre ssion

() 24 tests of the cem gallery -- not compression tests, strain

25 gage tests to see whether or not the cam gallery is in

>

y - , __-.,-- , -- , -m---- - .-- - ,_.---.r.- - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - -
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I AGBagb 1 compression while operating. And it may turn out that the

2 substantive results of the tests are arguable but tha t , too,

3
} may shed some fur.ther light from the Board's point of view

4 in reaching a decision on the merits on the overall

5 contention before us, and bear in mind that initially at

6 least it is this Board that has to be satisfied and not

7 necessarily Dr. Anderson's criteria.

|8 It is my personal opinion that when you talk

9 about quantification of the test you are exaggerating the

10 need for quantification, for the specificity of
j

! .Il quantification. And if you are implying 16.5 percent of I

12 Oxide X and 23.2 percent of Oxide Y --

13 MR. ELLIS: No, sir.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER : -- I don't think anybody says

15 that's required.

16 MR. ELLIS: No, sir, I was not implying that. I
i

17 do think that in these papers we will be able to e laborate

18 and elucidate on the subject so that when the Board does

19 make up its mind ultimately I hope we will all be better

20 informed about the kinds of tests that are available and the
| 21 results that they promise or don't promise.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

23 The other point I wanted to make is .if, indeed,

() 24 any test is conducted, we think that it could best aid the

25 parties and the proceeding if the test is cast as part of

,

!
. __ ._ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _. - . _ . . _ . .
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'l AGBagb I some narrowing :of the issue. If it is not a settlement of
i

2' the entire contention, perhaps a settlement of the cam

.p 3 gallery aspect of the1 contention. If not a settlement of
V

4 the cam gallery aspect of the contention, et least some

5 stipulations of f acts or other forms of narrowing as to

[certain information with respect to the cam gallery cracks,6

7 such as time of origin and propagation or lack thereof af ter

8 propagation. )

9 And I point that out because we believe that the

10 results could be cast that way. And if it turns out in the

.11 . papers bef ore us that a party. thin ks tha t it is. not possible
12 to establish criteria for the results of the test which
13 might then lend the test to such use, that might a ffect our

O i4 aedo e"t es to aether twe test is "ser i et ett-
|

15 We understand that when the results of the te st
16 come out , if a test is done, i t might no t f; t the criteria

17 but that is not the same as believing that if certain
1

18 results do obtain, certain criteria can be established. l

19 MR. ELLIS: Judge, I think that does address one

20 of the major points that LILCO is concerned about, that is.

21 the thinking about how exactly does doing the test advan ce

22 the cause? And if it does lead to elimination of the cam
23 gallery portion of the block conte ation or some aEpect of

O 24 tt- 1 tat"* thet is certet"iv sometatoo e '"1"* ss "to 8e

25 addre ssed rather than lead merely to more disagreement and

_ _ _ _ _ -
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| AGBagb I more dispute and more testimony.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: That's the kind of thing

3{} Mr. Dynner has to talk to his experts about and we expect

4 that dialogue to take place and then discussions among a.11

5 of the parties including the Staff between now and next

6 Wednesday.

7 MR. DYNNER: Judge, if I can just make one

8 comment on this

9 Our position -- or at least we stated a position

10 on the record at the hearing with respect to the test and

.11 why we wanted to do it. I don't view th is mo t io n -- a nd
12 please correct me if I 'm wrong , bu t I don't view this motion

13 as a debate between the County and LILCO as to, a, whether

() 14 this test is nece ssary or , b, as to all of the technical

15 difficulties or lack of difficulties. It seems to me that

16 those issues ought to be addressed af ter the test is

17 completed in determining what the sig nif ic an ce is and how

18 much value one would attribute to the results, depending on
19 what the results might be. And so when Mr. Ellis mentioned
20 about what he expects to file as an answer, assuming the
21 parties can't reach an agreement, I would say that our

22 motion is likely to be quite simple and quite

23 straightforward and very similar to what I said to the Board

() 24 on the record and that is based upon what the Coun ty -- th e

25 conclusions the County would come to with re spec t to its

-___ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __ ___ Y
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I AGBagb ! position on the issue of the cam galleries depending upon
2 the outcome. And we would -- in accordance with your

J conments -- state in our motion how we think that certain
(

4 results might affect our position with respect to the cam

5 ga llery 1 ssue.

6 If I'm wrong and if, in f act, what needs to be

7 addressed up front is going to be a technical debate as to

8 a11 of the dif ficulties of doing this test and the pluses

9 and the minuses and the advantages and disadvantages of one

10 type of procedure over another type of technical procecbre
I

11 within the context of the test and how much weight it should
i

12 be given, then I think that we would want to have the right
13 to reply to any answer that LILCO might frame in those

() 14 terms.

15 But I would emphasize that it seems to the County
16 at any rate that that kind of debate need not take place at
17 this stage when we are just deciding whether the County
18 should be given the material so that it can carry out a test

19 that the County f eels is important to the County's position
,

20 on the se cracks.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: One thing missing from your

22 reasoning just now, Mr. Dynner, is my last comment before

23 yours should indicate that one of the things tha t could

() 24 change the Board's preliminary view that the County at least
25 should be permitted to have the test conducted is if we

_ - - _ _
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1 AGBagb I become convinced, contrary to our present preliminary view,

2 that the test is unlikely to be useful. And that is why I

3{} addressed the point that we are going to have to s ee -- or

4 should see certain criteria that might be expected- to be

5 applied with the results of the testi now we should be able

6 to see that be fore the test is conduc ted. And i f that's

7 close to what you said you would have in your motion,

8 Mr. Dynner , that would be acceptable.

9 One reason I want you to put it in writing is

10 some of what you said orally did not comport fully with my

11 memory of what Dr. Anderson said on the stand. Although you

12 remembered what he said in answer to your question , but

13 didn't remember what he said in answer to somebocy else's>

() 14 question af ter your question.

15 MR. DYNNER: We ll I want to go back also and

16 check on all of the oral statements that I made on the issue
17 with the ability of hindsight and not speaking in the heat

18 of combat, so to speak.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Well for all I know there is

; 20 information even more pertinent and more useful beyond what

21 is on the record each of you can obtain from your experts.

22 I did want to ask the Staff, for the sake of the

23 record this morning, whether it had a position on the test?

() 24 MR. PERLIS: Ye s , s ir , we do ha ve a preliminary

25 I
s

!

_ - . - . . _ . . - _ - . . _. . . . - _ . - - _--
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+1 AGBagb I position. In our view, 'first of all, the test is not

2 necessary primarily oecause we think the evidence indicates

(^j} 3 the nature of the origin of the cracks .and also that the
~

4 cracks, at least in our view, are not expe cted to propagate

5 but if in fact they should propagate during operatlon wire

6 gauging would take care of that.

7 Having said that much, the preliminary view of

8 our consultants is that the tests might well be helpful but
,

9 that there are two problems with its one is acceptance '

10 criteria and the other is test procedures.

.11 If the parties could agree on the acceptance

12 criteria to be used and the test procedures to be used, our

13 consultants aren't clear as to whether the tests would be

() 14 conclusive but they would agr.ee that they may we 11 be

15 he lp f u l . On the other hand, if the parties are unable to

16 agree on acceptance criteria and the procedures, it may

17 muddy the waters without accomplishing much.

18 JUDGE BRENNER : What about the County's right to

19 have the tests conducted on its behal f ?

20 MR. PERLIS: As I see i t -- You 're talking about

i 21 a discovery rig 5t th ere?

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes.

23 MR. PERLIS: Subject to timeliness, we wouldn't

() 24 object to the County being given the sampl e to do the test.

25 One then may well have to deal with re-opening the record

)
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1 AGBagb 1 to get any results of the tests in. And that's where the j

|

2 problems with acceptance criteria and procedures might well |

D 3 come in.
'G

'

4 JUDGE BRENNER: I presume in LILCO's lexicon it

| 5 would be just a sugalementation of the record since the

6 motion was made the day before the record actually closed.

7 even though so late such that it was guaranteed that a Board

8 decision could not be reached before the close of the record

9 -- or close to the same time as the closing the record.

10 MR. ELLIS: Yes, Judge Brenner, but we never made

.11 much of that distinction. We tried to mee t both standards.

12 What we tried to do was to be accurate I wouldn' t c al l i t

13 re-opening if in f act the block record hadn't closed.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER : That's true , you did attempt to

15 meet the other standards , bu t I en joyed the caption of the

16 pleading and the emphasis throughout on that caption.'

17 I think that completes the block matter for now

18 and all of you block people can go.

19 (Pause.)

20 MR. REIS: Judge Brenner, before we proceed on

21 this i ssue, I want to ca'll the Board's a ttention to a

22 misquote on page f our of the Sta ff's response. In the

i 23 typing the last sentence -- a sentence in the text was

() 24 picked up in the quote on page four of the Sta ff's

25 subnission of its report pursuant to the Licensing Board's'

!

_ . -- ._. _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ , _... _ _ . , _ - -
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1 AGBagb I order of November 5th. And the sentence that sayst

2 "No basis has .been shown that*

r3 3 resolution of USI A-47 is necessary for
V

4 approval of operation at low power ," i t should be In the

5 text and not in quotes. I'm sorry that that typographical

6 error appe ars.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Thank you.

8 All right. As we all know in its October 31st,

9 1984 decision Number ALAB 788, the Appeal Board remanded

10 three issues. Those issues involve aspects of the quality

'
11 assurance housekeeping issue which was litigated before us,

12 an aspect of the environmental qualification issue which

13 arose under the applicable regulation 10 CF. Section 50.49

() 14 and also an issue involving what has been known as uresolved

! 15 safety issue A-47, control system interactions, which was

16 . li tiga ted under the overa.11 large issue 7-8.
;

i 17 Af ter we received and read while up at the

18 hearing the Appeal Board decision, we requested certain.

19 reports f rom the parties on the transcript and then

20 summarized our request in a written order dated November

21 5th.

22 Pursuant to our order we receivad reports,

23 separate repor ts from LILCO, the Staff and the County on

(]) 24 November 14th and then, in response to those reports , on the

25 record of November 15th we pointed out why we thought the.

_ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ _ - _ . - - - _ _ . _.. . - _ _ _ - . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ - . . _ - _
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1

1 AGBagb I County's answer was too general to suffice for certain

2 purposes, particularly as a basis upon which to stay

{}
3 issuance of a low power license pending any possible f urther

4 resolution of the remanded issues.

5 As a starting point, as we read the reports of

6 the parties, no party. disagrees that nothing further need be

7 done with respect to the OA housekeeping remanded issue. Is

8 that correct? I gue ss I should ask the County, if I read

: 9 its filing correctly on that point.

10 MS. LETSCHE That's correct.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: We agree with that view and at
.

12 this point we'll note for the record that we have read and

13 accepted the Staff's certification in the form of its

() 14 a.ffidavits that LILCO at this point has met its commitments

15 and is maintaining an appropriate level of cleanliness.

16 With respect to the environment al qualification

17 of electrical equipmen t issue, the Appeal Board, primarily
.

18 at page 105 of the slip opinion but some of the discussion

19 begins a page or so earlier, in its remand pointed out that

20 it was aware from a copy of a Staf f memorandum which was

21 provided to the Appeal Board that although the Staff had

; 22 approved LILCO's submi ssion wi th respect to meet ing the

23 requirement of the regulation in 50.49(b )( 2) , th a t the,

() 24 Staf f's filing did not state whether LILCO had identified

: 25 any equipmen t that f e ll within tha t category -- and the

.
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| AGBagb i Staff agreed with the identification and the treatment of

2 the equipmen t --- or whether, on the o ther hand , LILCO's

3 information supported the conclusion agreed to by the Staff
( s]L-

4 that no such equipment f ell within that category.

5 The point was important to the Appeal Board in

6 part -- I infer from the Appeal Board's disc ission --

7 because the Licensing Board's decision had accepted the

8 testimony of LILCO and the Sta ff that there was not like ly

9 to be any such equipment. I don't have to recount for the

10 parties here that that in turn is related to some of our

.11 findings on the overa11 7-B issue, even though more

12 precisely this came up under another contention.

13 And in response to the remand, the Staff has now

( }) 14 provided affidavits which in turn ref erence the Staff's

IS Safety Evaluation Report supplement that the basis of the

16 Staff's approval is that there is no such equipment within

17 that category 50.49(b)(2).

18 It .seems to u s , I guess in agreement with LILCO

19 and the Staf f's filing, that completes the matter Insofar as

20 It might be directly before us. The Appeal Board asked this

21 Board to review the Staff submission and take sich further

22 action as it deems necessaryt as we read the Appeal Board's

2J decision, no further action is necessary if there is no such

| (} 24 equipment in that category. We already had an extensive
i
f 25 record on why there might not be any such equipment in the
l

|

e
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1 AGBagb i -ca tegory s our decision , however -- be cause the review was '

2 not complete -- indicated a possibility that some such

3
{}

equipment might f all within it.

4 Since there is none, we believe that closes our

5 review of the matter directly. de underst and the Coun ty's

6 derivative argument and I wi.11 address that in the next

7 su bj e c t. But it seems to us that the Coun ty 's argumen t . can

8 be addre ssed _ directly under USI A-47.

9 Let me see if I can summarize the County's points

10 The County's point is that some of -- in part, the studies

11 that were not yet completed at the time of our decision

12 under A-47 are used as a basis in the Staf f's analysis to

13 conclude that there is no 50.49(b)(2 ) eq uipm en t , and that is

() 14 correct, as is set forth in the Staff's SER and amplified in

15 the affidavi ts before us.

16 However, there is no sense keeping the

17 50.49(b)(2) issue open , whatever our resolut ion is of USI

18 A-47, and similar to the resolution of at least one other

19 contested issue before us. If we find that there is certain

20 necessary equipment being required to function in a

21 situation where such equipment needs to be environmentally

22 qu ali f ied , then it derivatively follows that whatever

23 environmental qualification requirements would apply have to

() 24 he applied

25 And you may recall the analysis o f, I think it
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i AG3agb 1 was Reg. Guide 1.97, if I remember the item correctly, was

2 analyzed on a similar basis.

J I would like therefore to turn directly to USI

4 A-47.

5 MS. LETSCHE: Excuse me, Judge Brenner, if I

6 could make one comment on what you just said with respect to

|7 the environmental qualification issues

8 Se tting aside the point that you just made th a t

9 if the A-47, the resolution of the A-47 studies indicate a

10 need to environmentally qualif y equipmen t that that could be

il handled under the A-47 issue , I do n' t think the County would
12 agree that simply because of that fac t the environmen tal

13 qual if ic a t ion issue could he closed because I think the

||| 14 issue that has not been addressed in any of the submittals
15 by the Sta ff to date is the linkage betwaen those two

16 . studies that we are talking about in the A-4 7 cont ext and

17 the contents of a list of non-safe ty-related equipment that
18 would fall in the 50.49(b)(2) c a t e gor y .

19 You are right and everyone agrees tha t the Staff

20 relles on those two studies with respect to both issues
21 A-47 and 50.49(b)(2). I think it ic also manifest on the

22 f ace of the Staff's filing that although t he y say thay rely
23 on that thera is not any statement in tnis record upon which

||g 24 the Board could rely which provide s a basi s for those

25 studie s adequately ad fre ssing the issue in 50.49 which i s

_ . _ _ _ _
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| AG3agb- I the content of that list. So the County bel ieves that there

2 is a separate issue in the environmental qualification

{} 3 subj e c t , and that is. the link between those studies and the

4 Staff's findings on environmental qualification. And I

5 think --

6 (Pause.)

7 Mr. Lanpher just pointed out another point here

8 and that is that the reason that issue remains in the

9 environmental qualification subjec t matter, separate from |

10 the A-47 matter, is a direct resul t of the Appeal, Board's

11 ruling on the environmental qualification issue. The Appeal

12 Board remanded to this Board the Sta f f's findings concerning
13 what is in the Section 50.49(b)(2) category and the basis

() 14 for the Staff's findings on what is in tha t category.

15 And if the Staff's basis is in fact those two

16 studies, not only do those two studies and their contents

17 need to be looked at to see if they provide the basis but

18 whether or not those studies are an appropri ate basis for
IV that finding needs to be looked into also and that is the

20 linkaje point that I am addre.ssing .

21 JUDGE BRENNER : I think we see the link age point.

22 I think your paraphrase of the Aopeal Board ruling was
2J broader than it was, but I don't think even that

() 24 di sagr eement that I might have with your paraphrase of

25 ma tters in the context of the discussion here, if it is
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1 AGBagb I co rrec t' -- which is the if at this point until we discuss

2 A-47 -- that there are no unacceptable int er ac tions
t

3 disclosed by the two A-47 studies, then that result is

1 4 consistent with the Staf f's findings that based on other

5 analyses and studies beyond those two studies that there is

j 6 no equipment that f alls. within the 50.49(b)(2) category. ,

i

j 7 As a f ootnote, my disagreement wi th your
!

8 paraphrase in part is the fact that the Appeal Board only

9 opened inquiry into the basis for the Staf f's approval if

10 there was any such equipment ide nt if ie d. As I said, that
!

j .11 disagreement doesn't matter for this discussion,

j 12 MS. LETSCHE8 I think we do disagree with that

j 13 interpretation, which was LILCO's interpre tation in their

() 14 filing of the Appeal Board's decision, beceJse it simply

15 makes no sense to say that there must be in the record a

16 Sasis for a finding that there is equipment in that category
I
j 17 bu t there is no requirement that there be any basis in the
f

| 18 record if the finding is that there is no equipment. That
:
; 19 simply doesn't make any sense, that whether or not you have

f 20 to have a basis depends on what the answer to the question
i
I 21 is.
!

! 22 And so we do disagree with LILCO's and, I gather,
!

23 at least at this point , your reading of the Appeal Board's

() 24 ruling on page 105.;

25 JUDGE BRENNER: I will just note that the one !
:

I

; -

!,

i
_ _ . _ _ ~ . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ - . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ . _ . , _ - . _ , _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ ,
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1 AGBagb I reason for my reading, other than the exac t language on page4

2 105 is exactly that reading is, If you read the discussion

3 on 103 and leading into 104 of the Appeal Board's decision,
'

4 they have found that the delegation we had granted the Staff.

5 was permissible with respect to 50.49 and the context of the,

i 6 discussion on 103 and 104 and then went on to say however

7 wi th respect to this aspect that they wanted further

8 in 'orm a t io n. But for purposes of this conference I am not
;

9 attempting to summarize everything .in the Appeal Board's

3 10 decision on 50.49

.11 (lith respect to unresolved safe ty issue A-47,
:

12 which we have termed control system interactions, the Appeal
4

IJ Board I believe primarily at page 54 of this -- there is

]() 14 discussion before and af ter that also -- agr eed with the

15 County that the two evaluations which at the time this
,

li5 natter was litigated were to be performed by LILCO and

17 reviewed by the Staff, the Appeal Board found that these two

18. evaluations must be completed by LILCO prior to the
i

} 19 authorization of a license for Shoreham.
.

20

'
21

22 '-

I

i 2J

() 24

25 j

,

L -._-_.,_.__.___,._.__..m._..____,._____,______.___ . . _ - _ _ - - . _ _ . , _ , _ . . _ _ _ .
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I AGBe b i Let me say that was the County's claim. What the

2 Appeal Board said at 57 is that LILCO nJst complete the

{}
3 two evaluations requested by the Staf f , and the re sul ts of

4 these studies must be made part of the adjudicatory record.

5 I was paraphrasing from my notes. The exact quote might be

6 a li ttle diff erent.

7 The studies are the effect of high energy line

8 breaks on control systems and also the eff ect of power

9 su pply sensor and sensor impulse line f ailures on several

10 control systems.

II As it turns out, and unknown to the Appeal Board

12 through no f ault of the Appea! Board but , rather, through

13 the f ault of all the parties, in my view at least, the two

() 14 studies have been long performed and reviewed by the S ta f f .,

15 The Staff's review was contained in the Safety

16 Evaluation Report which show up generally dated September

17 1983, accord!ng to my records which I kept at the time I

18 received i t. The report's cover letter bore a date of

19 Septenher 37th and it was not actually received by the Board

20 u til October 6th. And I mention that since our decisionn

21 was issued on September 21 st , 1983.

22 The underlying reports fron LILCO are at least

23 da ted -- and I did not go hack and check my record to sae

() 24 when I might have actually received them, but were dated

25 November 8th, 1982, with respect to high energy line breaks

|
i

(

!

_ _ - . . . . - _ .__
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i AGBe b I and with respect to the effect of the power supply sensor

2 and sensor impulse line f ailures, the reports from LILCO

3 containing substantive information are dated August 27th,

* 4 1982, and June 20th, 1983.
'

5 Given this state of aff airs, and the reason for

6 our comments on the November.15th transcript, are that we
4

4 7 would expect more from the County than i ts answer saying it '

8 wanted more time to examine the underlying reports of LILCO
1

j 9 and the Staff's analyses. And this is particularly so since

i 10 as we read the Staff's affidavits, the a ffiants are not
!

|| relying on anything beyond that which they relied on at the,

j 12 time they prepared their Saf ety Evaluation Report dated [
13 September '83.

,

)() 14 I did mention in passing, and let me make

15 emphatic the f act that it is certainly surprising that none

j 16 of the parties kept the Appeal Board informed of the status

! 17 of.this item. It is even somewhat surprising that as I

| 18 recall, the parties well knew our general expected time
; 19 f rame for issuance of a partial initial decision because we
i

20 received certain other pieces of information from the Staff

21 in that time frame of approximately July through early

| 22 September which started out saying "Sinca we believe the
I

1 23 Board is in the process of preparing its decision, here is
,

| () 24 some more information," that we did not re ce ive information

! 25 of the Staff's review of these items. ;

!
i
i

|

|

_
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1 AG8eb I It is true that the SER is da ted as I indicated

2 it, but surely the results must have been available prior to

(^} 3 that time since the dates I gave you were the time for the
v

4 printed and bound SER.

5 So even we should have been inf ormed. Whether it

6 would have changed our result I don't know. And a t a

7 minimum, the party that was arguing that these reports

d should be available, that is, the Coun ty , certainly should

9 have informed the Appeal Board.

10 That being said, I don't want to belabor it. de

.I l are at the present point we're at, but we did expect to hear

12 more from the County than we have heard. And as I said, If

13 the County's position is that it want s more time to review

() 14 the matters, that would not support in our mind a reason to

15 stay i ssuance of the license, either by application of the

16 State criteria or by application of the end results on the

17 safe ty i ssue criterion.

18 I gue ss I will back Jp with an additional oral

19 f ootnote on the f act of the partie s. not keeping us or the
20 Appeal Board informed.

21 It seems part icularly ironic to me at least,
'

22 since in this proceeding the Board paid I think what was

23 extraordinary attention to the status of the unresolved

() 24 safety issue and requested report af ter report f rom the
25 Staf f before we decided we would not pursun certain of

|

i
:

_ _ - - .__ _ --
_
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1 AGBeb l those matters, including proposed findings en unresolved

2 safety 1.ssues as a separate matter although to be sure by,

3{} that point in time, we were focusing on those that were not

i 4 otherwise in controversy, so that Jid not include the A-47

5 ma tter .
!

6 Nevertheless, against that ba ck ground , the

7 silence was certainly surprising.1

8 MR. IRWIN It was clearly regrettable in

9 h indsight .

10 JUDGE BRENNER* I think we all know that.

.11 MR. EARLEY: Judge Brenner, if I may say one

12 thing, I apologize that the Board didn't receive the studies
.

13 that LILCO had submi.tted. Our--.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER * I did not mean to say we did not

15 receive them. My comments assumed that we received them.
4

16 I'm glad you asked so that I could at leas t make that much

; 17 clear.

; 18 I have from time to time, however , di stinguished
'

!
'

19 between the receipt of informational copies of things and

i 20 ma tters directly aff ecting an issue that should be the

| 21 subject of notification. For what it's worth. I don't
i

22 recall any testimony from the witnesses as to those reports
,

! 23 being done , and I think some of the at least 7-8 testimony

() 24 was in a time frame beyond at least the earlier one of those

i 25 three reports, and perhaps the first two.

i

|
,

4

.
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1 .AG8eb- 1 I certainly don't pretend -- don't want to rely

2 on my recollection today of everything in that record on

3 7-8.)
' 4 MR. REIS: The Sta.f f also apologizes. It was

5 through oversight that we did not report the Supplement 4 to
3

a

6 the Board, and our resolution of the open ma tters.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: My main point in mentioning it.

! 8 was not to stimulate any apologies to us, because it was
;

; 9 rather my view that the Appeal Board- was put in a position

j 10 of not knowing certain things that it might have taken into

.11 account in its decision.

12 Ms. Letsche, given all that, what is it the.
.

1

f 13 County seeks to have this Board do?

() 14 MS. LETSCHE: What the Appeal Board has said in

15 its decision was that the Appeal Board did not have,

)s 16 sufficient information to conclude that the ultimate
| 17 resolution of A-47 would have no significance for Shoreham3

i

; 18 and that without additional analysis it could not say so,
!

I 19 and in addition, that the County was entitled to test the

20 basis of any conclusion regarding this matter in the same

21 manner as any other litigable issue. And th a t is on pages;
,

! 22 58 and 59 of the Appeal Board's slip opinion.
1

! 23 It is non apparently che case that those two

() 24 studies form the basis of the Staf f's conclusion on A-47 and
1 25 according to the Appeal Board, the County is entitled to

:
! !

|

|

|
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i AGBeb I test the basis of those conclusion s. The timing of when the4

2 Staff reached that conclusion, given every thing else that

3 has been happening in this case in the interim, in the view

'

4 of the County is not relevant, given the Appeal Board's

5 ruling.

6 Given everytning that was happening, I don't

7 think it should have been expected that the County was going;

i

8 to be following every single thing that came out of the

; 9 Staff or came into the Staff f rom LILCO, particularly with

| 10 respect to an i ssue that this Board had already ruled it

11 didn't need to look at. I t said you didn' t need to look at.

4

12 those studies, and that issue was on appeal to the Appeal
!

i 13 Board.
4

!() 14 And I think that suggesting that the County had

15 some obligation at that point to try to change this.

;

; 16 Licensing Board's decision when it had alrea.dy ruled against

17 us and we had appealed it just doesn't mak e any sense. So

18 the--

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me interject at that point.
i

! 20 Maybe I wasn't very clear, and I'm sorry i f I wasn't. I was

21 talking about your obligation to inform the Appeal Board.

! 22 MS. LETSCHE: Well, my comments aren't any

23 di ff erent with respect to the Appeal Board or the Licensing

() 24 Board. We had appealed the Licensing Board's decision.

25 That appeal was pending before the Appeal Board. And our

i

I
|

|
|

.
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I AGBe b I appeal point was only partially that the studies hadn't been'

1 2 done. The main point was that because they hadn't been done

{} 3 and because they had not been entered into the evidentiary

; 4 record, and because, as a result of that, the County was not
i
j 5 entitled to test the basis of the conclusions of the Sta ff

: 6 on A-47, that the Licensing Board's decision was wrong.

.

7 So the mere f act that the studies had then been
i

8 done didn't constitute a significant change in f acts because
t
~

9 the ultimate f act. which led to the appeal was that none of

10 that stuff was in the evidentiary record and the County had

11 never been entitled to test the basis of any conclusions on
I

12 A-47.

13 I think the important point here is the Appeal

() 14 Board's ruling that the County is entitled to test those

15 conclusions and the County is entitled to that right. And.

:

j 16 the suggestion by the Staff and by LILCO in their reports to
1

J 17 the Board on the remand issues that the Board should simply
18 accept these conclusions of the Staff and accept this big I

19 pile of papers that LILCO has submitted to the Board into

20 evidence and then dismiss the issues simply ignores what the,

21 Appeal Board says.
|

22 And that is clearly improper and just makes a;

!

l 23 mockery of the right that the Appe al Board recognized that

() 24 the Coun ty po ssessed.

25 So what the County believes should haopen is that

.- _ -- ,----.--- - _ - . - - _ - - - -.. _ _ , . - . .
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I AGBeb 1 we should be given the right to test the bases of those

2 conclusions and because this is a complicated, technical

3{} issue, the studies are complicated matters and thick and,

4 f airly voluminous and technical, we need to have the input

5 of our consultants and we need to review them and then give

6 the Board our views, as we stated on our f iling.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: What about the argument that they

8 have been available since long ago, the dates of the LILCO

9 reports that I mentioned, culminating in the Sta ff's

10 summary, if you will, of its analyses and conclusions in the

.11 SER?

12 MS. LETSCHE: Well, as I believe I stated, and I

13 didn't expand on it very much, Judge Bre nner , a minute ago,

() 14 when those items came out apparently -- we ll, the dates that

IS are flosting around some time in late '8 3, this whole

16 question was in the appeal proce ss. And I'll be very frank

17 with yout

18 Given everything else that has been going on in

19 this proceeding, emergency planning, low power, diesel

20 litigation, and that pending appeal, the County would have

21 been, in my view and the view of the other lawyers working

22 on this case, it would have been a waste of our client's

23 resources to be evaluating every single technical piece of

() 24 information that came out of the Staf f or LILCO on something

25 that had alreadf been decided against us.

)

.

4
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I AG8eb 1 It would have been a waste of time to have1

2 experts reviewing that when this Board had already ruled

{} 3 that i t didn't matter. And so we did not review it then and

4 only became aware of the pertinence of reviewing it af ter

5 the Appeal Board decision came out , when they agreed with us

6 that yes, we were entitled to look into that matter and to

7 litigate it as we would any other situation.

8 So it is only since the Appeal Board decision

~ 9 came out that there was any reason or justification for a

10 client to spend its resources to review those matters.

.11 JUDGE BRENNER One reason I don't fully

12 understand that, and I want to point it out so that you can
13 respond, is that while you may have felt it was useless to

() I4 inform this Board of it. --- I will assume that arguendo,

15 although that is not the test for supolying apparently

16 material information to a Board, particularly information

17 which might tend to cut against a party's position.

18 But putting that aside, I don't understand why

19 you say there would have been no poin t in reviewing the

20 information in the context of the appeal, because the very
21 appeal -- and I went back and read that portion of the

22 County's brief since the Appeal Board did reference it --

23 the thrust of the A-47 appeal is exactly what the Appeal ;

() 24 Board said it was, the County's argument that those s tudies

25 have to be performed and reviewed prior to the close of the

j
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I AGBe b I record, as part of the record.

2 And in f act on page 58 of the Appeal Board's slip

3
{}

opinion, you read from one portion of that, or paraphrased

4 the Appeal Board saying that it. like the Sta.ff, did not

5 have sufficient information to conclude that the ultimate
6 resolution of USI A-47 will have no significance for

7 Shoreham.

8 That follows the Appeal Board's recitation that

9 one notable diff erence between its view on USI A-17 and A-47
10 is that in-depth studies have not been performed to verify

11 the Staf f's expectations in connection with A-47. Now as it

12 turns out, although through no f ault of its own the Appeal

13 Board did no t know that, that is not the c ase.

() 14 So I come back to saying I just don't understand

15 why it wasn't pertinent, in conjunction with the very appeal
16 made by the County, for the Appeal Board to have been

17 informed of these studies.
18 Now I'm not saying the County is the only party

19 wbth the obligation. I think that I have poin te d out th at

{
20 all the parties f ailed in that obligation. But you are the

21 only party saying that you shouldn't have told them.

22 MS. LETSCHE I have told you , Judge Breriner, the

23 reason that we did not. It is a question of the

() 24 expenditure of resources and the other things that were

25 going on at that time. And given the fact that this matter

-. - .

. . . - - . - - _ _ _ _
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1 AGBeb I had been appealed and was on appeal before the Appeal Board,

2 and given everything else that our client's resources were

3{} devoted to, that was the decision that was made. And that's

4 all I can tell you.

5 As f ar as the County was concerned, it was

6 certainly a reasonable and justifiable decision, and that's

7 a.11 I can te ll you.

8 MR. LANPHER: If I can just add, Judge Brenner,

9 lots of things are possible with hindsight'. And I don't

10 know how many SNRC letters you have got in your files. I

11 know our fil es , wi th a ttachments , are rather voluminous by
12 this time. With hindsight, maybe everyone should have gone

13 back and looked at it. de didn't.

() 14 As Ms. Letsche points out, what we have to do now

15 is deal with the Appeal Board's opinion which says we have
16 the right to contest that. We put in our status report that

17 we want that right, and as expeditiously as possible we are

18 re ady to con f r on t tha t , and to inform the parties and the
19 Board whether there are concerns that need to be addressed
20 or not.

21 With all re spect, I think going back into doing a

22 "Who struck John" over 1982 and '83 and when things came out

23 ju st isn't very material to the Appeal Board's decision and

() 24 this Board's jurisdiction under that decision.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I think i t is material to

I
J
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1 AGBeb 1 stay considerations, which is why we are discussing it, and

2 not just to say who struck John.

3 MR. L ANPHER: Could I address that just briefly?{)
4 This is maybe the second time you have ment ioned

5 stay considerations. I don't understand what this has to do

6 at all with stay considerations. Quite frankly, the fact is

7 according to the Appeal Board's decis ion.-- They didn't use

8 the word avoid" in their record. There is something missing

9 there in the Appeal Board's opinion.

10 There is nothing-- There is not a matter of a

11 stay at all involved here. We have to decide how we deal

12 with the lack of the necessary information that the Appeal

13 Board felt was needed for the record and the procedural

() 14 rights of the parties. So that's all we have to say about

15 s t ay .

16 M ay be the Board would like to e xplain in a little

17 more detail what you have in mind because quite frankly. I

18 don't see how that is applicable at all.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. The ma tter was remanded to

20 us for further consideration in light of any additional

21 in formation developed by LILCO or the Staf f. As we see it.

22 there is plenty of additional information, as we have just j

23 di scu ssed.

() 24 If we had on our own reached the decision the
25 Appeal Board reached, that is, that the re sults of those
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' 2 AGBeb I reports were necessary and the County had a right to contest

2 them on the adjudicatory record or to test the bases for

3{} them, as the Appeal Board put it , on the adjudic atory

4 record, we would have al so stated whe ther or not and why;
.

| 5 or why not we thought that that matter need be done prior to

6 any possible issuance of a low power l ic en se .

i 7 And as you may recall, where we did have matters

8 upon which we felt that at that time LILCO had not met its

9 burden of proof, we identified those matters and addressed

f 10 those considerations and came out one way on the diesels.

11 for example, and other ways.with reasons presented on other4

12 issues,
t

13 MR. LANPHER: With all respect. Judge Brenner, I

() 14 understand that point. I don't understand how that means
; 15 anything about a stay or not. That seems to be a severable
a

16 issue than the traditional stay criteria that are aoplied byj
^

17 the NRC.

18 My recollection of the PID of September 1983 was
19 you made yolr determinations whether things were pertinent

.

20 to low power or not without ever making any reference to.

; 21 stay critera.

22
,

23i

()*

24

25

|

|

|

|
|
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3 AGBwrb I JUDGE BRENNER: That may be the case. I will

2 assume that it's the case. I wi'11 assume that's the case

3 because I don't remember any ref erence to stay criteria,
(v~}

4 either. But the considerations are similar in the sense

5 that whether or not there is a basis with respect to the

6 potential merits of this . issue upon which a low power

7 license should not be permitted if one is otherwise

8 permitted, and the circumstance we have before us is that

9 another board has said that in its view there is no reason

10 not to issue a low power license or, to state it another

|| way, found reasons to permit it. The Commission now has

12 that before it.

13 MR. LANPHER: It was just under the exemption.

() 14 What they looked at was a far more narrow --

15 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm ge.tt ing to i t. They didn't

16 address that issue at all.

17 MR. LANPHER: That's right.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Now, this i ssue has arisen bef ore

19 us, and we believe we have an obligation as part of whatever

20 further procedures we might set in place here to indicate

21 our view so far as jurisdiction over these remanded matters,

22 as to whether or not the pendency -- if there is any

23 pendency: we haven't go t ten to tha t point , e ithe r -- whe ther

() 24 the pendency of this USI A-47 issue should, so long as it's

25 pending, prevent or permit issuance of a low power license.

_
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~2 AGBwrb 1 What I have in mind, we addressed that aspect in
*

|'

2 the PID, as I said, although we miht not have put it in
j

3 terms of stay criteria. Arguably, the stay criteria might{}
4 present a somewhat greater burden, but we think they're

5 appropriate to apply here because of the situation we're

6 in.

7 We have the remand to us for f urther

8 consideration, and that is part of our f urther

9 consideration.

10 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner , I am r.ot disputing

11 the propriety of you -- of the Board mak ing an inquiry into

12 whether the remanded issues are pertinent for low power. My
,

13 only disagreement is -- again, it continues to be a'

()* 14 disagr eement -- pertains to whether, in making that inquiry,

15 the stay criteria have any pertinence whatsoever. I'm not

16 going to repeat myself. I don't believe they do, but---

17 JUDGE BRENNER: What considera tion should we

18 apply, in your opinion?

19 MR. LANPHER: 1. think that the considerations of

20 -- what is it? 5057(c) -- whether an i ss ue is pertinent to

21 low power, and the kinds of things I recollect are the

22 introductory portions of the September PID that the Board;

23 went through when there were a couple of i ssues that you

() 24 said you couldn't make a final decision on. I think one,

| 25 was-- I can't remember back that f ar.

_ _ _ __ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ , _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ - . _ .. ,
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1 AGBwrb I JUDGE BRENNER: It has been a long time.

2 MR. LANPHER: It has been a long time.

3{} But stay criteria just don't have any

4 appl icati on. The criteria is whether any of the se issues

5 could .be pertinent to the safe operation of Shoreham at low

6 power. And that is a pertinent inquiry by this Board.

7 But I don't see how stay criteria come into play

8 in that consideration.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: What about the unresolved safe ty

10 issue criteria which arise originally under the River Bend

|| case and North Anne? And there have been some further

12 decisions explaining and applying those criteria also.

13 MR. LANPHER: I don't understand your question.

() 14 You say "What about them?"

15 JUDGE BRENNER: We ll, what about them? Tell me

16 about them. How should we apply those to determine whether

17 or not (a) there is anything further to be done before us at

18 all on the merits, and, (b) If the answer to the first

i
19 question is Yes, whether or not the pendency should preclude i

20 1.ssuance of a license in the interim.
21 MR. LANPHER: As to your Question A, I believe the

22 appeal board, with all respect, has already answered that.
]

2J They said Yes, there is further stuff that has to be done on 1

() 24 this issue. We don't have confidence in the adequacy of

25 that record on A-47.

N -

. . . . .
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1 AGBwrb I I forget, quite frankly, whether the appeal board

2 specifically ref erenced River Bend or North Anna or any

3 other decision. I don't believe they did in that portion of{}
4 their opinion. But their opinion is pre tty clear that they

5 expect this Board to do something else to fix what I would

6 characterize as a void in the record. Again, they didn't

7 use that word.

'

8 So as to your first question, something has to be

9 done. The appeal board directed. I think that's why we're

10 here today, to decide how we go about it.

.11 JUDGE BRENNER: Go to (b), and then we'll come
i

12 back to (a): whether or not we should use the River Bend
13 or Nor th Anna--

() I4 MR. LANPHER : I . think your second ques tion was how

| 15 should we go about deciding whether this is pertinent to low
:

16 power.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Yest should we use those same

18 criteria?
'

19 MR. LANPHER: Maybe I have to go back and review

20 River Bend and North Anna again. I don't recall how those

21 cases pertained to low power versus full power.

22 I'm sorry: I just can't answer your question on

23 that.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: What if we find that there is in

25 f act a staff analysis that shows that, as applied to the'

i

r

1

- - ._- - .- . - - _ . - - , _ , . . _ . , , . . - . - _ , , . _ . . ., .- ,
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2 AG8wrb I f acility in question, the results show that there is

2 reasonable assurance that public health and safety will be,

3{ protected, although there is some further generic work being

4 performed. And then we turn to the County and says Now that

5 we have those results County, you have some obligation to

o particularly f rame an issue as to why we shouldn't accept
,

.

7 those results.

8 MR. LANPHER: I think you are basically asking a

9 procedural question, and I think that's a fair approach for

10 the Board to take. Our position, however -- and we have set

.11 it forth in our filing of November 14th -- is that we will,

12 as diligently as possible, proceed to inform the Board and

IJ the parties of whether there is an issue in light of the
D
(_) 14 Staff analyses, but .it is an issue that we want to contest

,

IS in accordance with the appeal board's renand, and, if there

16 isn't, we will inform the Board, if there is , we will se t

17 f orth with particularity exactly what we think is inadequate

18 about the studies that have been perf ormed and the bases

19 articulated by the staff for its A-47 resolution.

20 I think we're talking about se tting forth

21 procedures for how we go about doing that. I think that's

22 the right inquiry.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me hear from the other parties

() 24 on this. LILCO. Mr. Irwin.

25 MR. IR WI N: It's Mr. Earley's show at this point.

|
:
1

i

_ . _ - . - -- -. - . - - . - . _ - - . . . -_
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|i AGBwrb I MR. EARLEY: Judge Brenner, let me make a couple

2 of comments in response to the County's points.
i

3{} First, with respect to .schedul es , there are a

4 number of days, but I think one. thing needs to be clears the

5 only document that came af ter this Board's partial initial

6 decision was the Staff's SER closing out all of the items.

7 LILCO's report were sent to the Board and all the

8 parties starting in 1982, in the second quarter of 1982, and

9 continued into 1983. If you look at the t.itles of the

10 le tters that were sent with the results of those studies.
.11 they're clearly delineated either as control system

12 interaction study or the high energy line break study. So

13 it should have been absolutely clear to the county as those

() 14 things came in. The only thing they didn't have was a

15 little flag on it that told the County tha t they ought to

16 review this.

17 In hindsight , at the end of the process, when the

18 Staff came out with their final evaluation signing off ,

IV maybe the parties should have noted to the Board that this
,

20 is all resolved now, and then highlighted that to the appeal
21 board.

22 But clearly the information was available to the

i 23 county, and has been available to the county for well over a

() 24 year. LILOD made sure that that inf ormation was sent out to
25 the Board and to the parties, because it was an is sue in

_ .___ _ __ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __._ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _
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1 AGBwrb 1 controversy.

2 So the argument that we shouldn't have done

{} anything because the issue was on aopeal is just not a valid3

4 argument. The issue was not on appeal when all of the

5 results of the studies were provided to the county.
'

6 We think that the f act that that information has

7 been available to the county for a long time is a very,

8 significant consideration in deciding what this Board ought

9 to dc. It's LILCO's position that by remanding to the

10 licensing board, the appeal board told the licensing board

.11 that you ought to look at and consider any new inf ormation

12 that developes, and permit the county the option, or the
'

13 possibility of testing those issues.

() 14 Bu t the licensing board sti.li ought to apply the

15 same standards you would apply if these th.ings had been

16 raised in the first instance when the materials came out.
17 So that if the county had raised a question about the high

18 energy line break study, say, in 1982 or '83, this board

19 would not necessarily have automatica11y litigated the high
20 energy line break study, you would have looked at the

21 significance of the issues raised, the timeliness of raising

22 those issues, and decided whether litigation was aporopriate
23 at that particular time.

() 24 I think that the appeal board would expect this

25 board to do the same thing now.

. . . -- . .. . . .- . . - _ -
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1 AGBwrb I I don't think the appeal board wanted this board

2 to blindly go forward with litigation of these studies. I

3{} think the board ought to take a look at the f acts and

4 ci rc um st an ces. The studies have been available for a long

S cimet the NRC staff .has reviewed and approved these studies.

6 and found that there are not control systems interactions,

7 and couple that with the findings of f act that the Board has

'
8 already made that this, in e ssence , is a confirmatory type

9 of unresolved saf ety issue where the purpose is to confirm

10 that the existing regulations are adequa te , not th at any

.Il particular systems interactions have been identi fied and,

12 couple it also with the fact that the se studies are only

13 pieces of the puzzle, there was other evidence on the record

() 14 about other studies that have been performed on systems

15 In tera ct ions . Also there was evidence on the record about
16 these very studies,

17 I reca ll Mr. Dau being cross-examined on the

18 methodology to be used in these particular studies and what

19 types o1 things they would look at.

20 JUDGE BRENNER8 Do you mean anything besides the

21 portion of the record cited in your pleading?

22 MR. EARLEY: Those were the portions of the

23 record. I believe there was some prefiled testimony that

() 24 de scribed the systems interaction study, and the n re ci te d

25 some of the portions where Mr. Dau was cross-examined by

.

- - - - - - - , - --rv ' e , ,, , r ne -
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1 AGBwrb 1 the county on those particular studies.

2 I'm not sure we got every single page. We tried

(J~)
3 to give some representative cites.

4 So there really is a sufficient basis for this

5 board to conclude right now that there is no issue to be

6 l i tiga ted. The county has not raised, or pointed to any

7 reasons to reopen the record on the control systems

8 interaction issue.

9 What we've also argued in our pleadings is, If the
,

10 board decides that the appeal board remand requires the

11 board to allow the county to go into litigation and have

i 12 some hearings on these particular studies. that under the

13 analysis for remand issues, whether it aff ects a license,

() 14 under that analysis clearly, it should not hold up --- the

15 pendency of these issues should not hold up any license for

i 16 Shoreham.

17 The board has mentioned stay criteria. In light

18 of the time involved, and the length of time the County has
i 19 had the material, it might well be appropriate to apply the

20 stay criteria. LILCO did not discuss the stay criteria. I

21 think we went to the mora flexible criteria permitted in

22 remand issues if you look at the remand c ases, they dc

23 distinguish between the remand criteria and the stay

() 24 criteria, and giving more flexibility when you're applying

25 the remand criteria.

|
|

J
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1 AGBwrb i But even with those remand criteria. I think those
2 criteria weigh heavily in favor of permitting license.while

. 3 any further proc eedings on these particular_ studies go on.

4 There's just .no reason to delay licensing.

5 Also the board ought to focus on the f act that

6 this is a low power license, it is not a f ull power license

7 that would be authorized. To get a f ull power license , as

8 the board knows, we still have the diesel generator and

9 emergency planning issues to resolve.

10 LILCO has divided the lower power testing program
|| Into f our phases. Two of the phases. Phas es I and 2, the

12 low power licensing board has found that there's just no

|
13 risk associa ted with conducting those activi ties, and

O i4 orented L1LCO seemerv disnesition motions on thet besis. I
15 I think that's analogous to the Diablo Canyon case

16 that we cited, where the Board permitted similar activities
17 to go on while issues were still pending, QA issues, which

18 could have aff ected the whole plant. |

19 Beyond that, we think there is also assurance th at

20 Phase 3 and 4 activities can be conducted. Low power

21 clearly presents less risk to the public , and, second, no

22 control system interaction problem has been identified.

23 LILCO has completed the study, the Staff has reviewed the

O 24 stua . the couatv nes ned the stuates for severet veers eoev

25 has not raised any secific control system interactions.
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1 AGBwrb i So , again, that dictates going f orward with
;

l
2 licensing in the interim if the board decides to hold any

;

( ~'') 3 hearings. But we think it is within the board's authori ty
\_/

4 to look at the f acts and determine no hearings -- no further

5 proceedings are justified on these i s sue s.

6 JUDGE BRENNER What about the f ac t th at the

7 county says, if it is a procedural matter, that they would

8 agree that they would frame a specific issue , at least, as

9 to what they would seek to litigate as to the two reports,

10 but that they need more time to do it ?

Il

12

13

gx
(_) 14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

() 24

25

|

l

l

|

|
- .
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2 AGBagb I MR. EARLEY: I think our response to that is that

! '2 the County has had these. studies for a long time and i

;{ } 3 that there was no reason, when this study arrived in the

{ 4 County's offices, some.of them as long as almost 18 months

5 ago, they were issues that the County had raised -- they

6 were the ones that were concerned with A-47 and brought it
i

7 up in their testimony, it was not part of the contention and
*

8 it has been LILCO's argument all along that the contention

i 9 focused on methodology and not resolution of specific

10 issues.
,

11 If the County had a real concern about A-47, the

j 12 first thing that they should have done when studies that
i

13 were clearly A-47 studies came in was to look at them and

Ik ) 14 see what they said.- And this Board knows that where matters

15 have come to the County's attention that they have not

16 he si tated to raise what they thought were significant issues
17 and the other parties disagraed wi th their conclusions but

18 those things have been raised in the past using I&E notices,

|

j 19 and I&E reports that come in. There are many of those that

20 come in and the County has found areas that they wanted to,

i
'

21 raise.
!

i. 22 So I don't. think that this Board ought to be
4

23 swayed by the argument that Gee, we just didn't have enough

() 24 t i me , we're poor li t t le old Coun ty , Everyone knows that

| 25 both parties have put in a lot of time and ef fort in this
i

1

.
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'3 AGBagb I proceeding, they have sophisticated counsel and have

2 sophisticated consultants and I don't think that the Board>

{ }. ought to be swayed by that particular argument.3

4 One other point I want to note is since the
,

5 Appeal Board decision came down on Oc tober 31st and then'

6 when this Board issued their order on Nove mber 2nd, the

7 County has been on specific notice tha t the system --

! 8 control system interaction study was something that they

9 were going to have to engage and certainly they could have

10 go tten at least a preliminary review between the beginning

11 of this month and today and yet nothing has baen done to

12 da te.
l

13 One final point that I did mantion in my earlier

() 14 arguments another reason why this Board ou$.t to permit

15 licensing of this plant while any hearings on this issue go

| 16 on would be that it would be consistent with the NRC's
17 policy on the A-47 i ssue. As we noted in our pleading, a

,

18 number of other plants have been licensed with the

19 unresolved saf ety issue A-47 outstanding and those plants
20 have been given -- some of them had to have it completed
21 prior to receiving 5 percent power , others were given
22 through the first refueling outage. So they were , I wou ld

23 assume , at f ull power operation or permi tted f ul.1 power

() 24 operation during the pendancy of those i ss ue s .

25 R ight now LILCO -- if there are any hearings,4

, . - - , . - . . _ . . - - -. ,, .- -- - . _ . - - - - _ _ , - . - . . - .
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3' AGBagb i LILOO would only be asking f or low power licensing in th e

2 interim and in f act the studies have been completed and

{} reviewed by the Staff so there is even greater assuranceJ

4 than at some of those other plants.
:

5 JUDGE BRENNER: In any of those -- Taking your

6 last point firsts in any of those other cases were they

7 adjudicatory decisions?

i 8 MR. EARLEY: Let me take a look and see if I can

9 recall offhand..

10 JUDGE BRENNER: I'll come back to you on it a

; .11 li ttle later in the day, if you want to.

12 MR. EARLEY: Let me check tha t later. . I'm no t
;

13 sure whether those were contested cases, and I don't think

() |4 I'm going to be able to say wh?ther the A-47 issue was

15 li tiga ted --

16 JUDGE BRENNER: That's really my question.
,

17 MR. EARLEY: I just don't krow.

18 JUDGE BRENNER : Let's tske a 15 minute break and
19 then I will ask the Staff for its position.

20 ( Re ce ss . )
,

21 JUDGE BRENNER : Back on the record,
i

22 All right. Let's get the Sta ff's position.
i

23 MR. BORDENICK: Judge Brenner, I would like toj

() 24 point out on the question of the CoJnty's notice of the

j 25 resolution of the matters that the Appeal Board raised in

,

i

- - , , _ - - . . , _ . - - - - . - - - . - . _ _ . . , , . . . - - - . _ _ - . . - . . - , . - - - - - , . - , - - , . . - - . . . , - . - - . _ _ . , _ . - , - - _ . . . , . - -
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1 AGBagb I AL AB 788, I will certainly concede that there has been a lot

2 going on in this case and I will certainly concede that i4

1

3; }
particularly the' lawyers have had a lot to do in this case.

i 4 However, I do want to point out to the Board tha t many, many !

5 moons ago the County requested that I specifically serve
>

--

6 or that the Staff'specifically serve copies of everything

7 that we were serving on the Board and the parties directly

8 on NHP.

! 9 And while I will also concede that in supplement

< 10 for perhaps the discussion of the Staff's review of the two

d

11 LILCO studies, which might be tied up under the flag of

12 A-47 I would submit that I personally would have expected

13 that the County's consultants would have looked at

() 14 supplement four, which is not a very thick document, and

15 which has, a table of contents. So I would just point that

16 out as a comment on the question of notice to the County.

17 Certainly in addition to that that the County has;

, 18 had a fair amount of notice prior to today as to the issues
!

19 that would be presented by virtue of ALAB 788 and

20 specifically ALAB 788 came out on Oc tober 31, the Board

21
,

addressed this matter at the diesel hearing November 2nd.
!

; 22 In compliance with the Board's direct ive -- I
!

23 know I cersonally took the initiative to get the parties

| () 24 together on a conf erence call and on Friday the 9th I

|
25 specifica lly gave the section numbers in question to the

(
'

__ _ -_ - _ _ . . - _ - _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ , , . , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _
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; 1; AGBagb I County, even though :my a ffidavits were no,t served on them-

i

! 2 until -- well the affidavits in question a t least were not
!

{) 3 served until the 13th. So they have been on notice for

r 4 quite some time and I am frankly somewhat surprised that
,

'S they come in today without even an outline of what their

6 position is, what their concerns are.>

! 7 And in summary, I have heard nothing in their
1

8 arguments this morning that would lead me to suggest to the
1

9 Board that the Board -- well let me state it this way:

10 .If they want further time to ex amine the Staf f
I

,

,11 filings, that's fine. There are other matters pending

12 before this Board and of course the overall question of

| 13 emergency planning is sti.11 pending before the Lawrence

f () 14 board. So there is time if they want time to review these
i
i 15 documents. However I have heard nothing here that would
i
'

16 su ppor t any k ind o f a st ay on the i ssuance of a low power

17 license which, in another context, has been approved by the
[ 18 Miller low power board and which, as I understand it, is

|
i 19 pending before the Commissioner.

20 Fin ally , I would like to address myself to the

21 Applicant's filing whether they talk about the issuance of

?2 other licenses. First of all, I believe -- and this is
I

|
23 really off the top of my head -- I think the only case or

() 24 the only proceeding that they cite which was contested was

| 25 Susquehanna, and I am pre tty sure that the issue that this

i

|
i

i

i
;
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i ! AGBagb I Board is addressing today did not com e up .in tha t

! 2 proceeding. I could be wrong, but that is my understanding

3 of the situation.

; 4 Also I don't take issue with what the County is

5 saying , per se --- no t the County , LILCO is saying per se

6 with respect to those cases. I don't think I would dignify
.

i 7 what the Staff has done in those cases as Commission

; 8 policyl on the other hand, the facts speak for themselves

9 and those licenses were issued on the basis that LILCO
10 claims they were issued on.

.l! JUDGE BRENNER : One thing that confused me,'

'I2 Mr. Bordenick, in your wri tten pleading -- and maybe your

13 oral remarks supercede the written ple ading, but I saw an

() 14 inconsistency between footnote one on page three which, if I
i
i 15 may paraphrase, took the position that a determination is
!
! 16 premature as to whether, if a hearing need be held, it

17 should be be f ore or af ter low power license and compare that
18 wi th the first sentence of the first full paragraph on page

4

19 four which says thats
:

; 20 "The Staf f further believes none
21 of the three i ssues could affect the i ssuance<

| 22 of a low power license or a full power license."
1

23 I saw an apparent inconsistency there.

() 24 MR. BORDENI CK : I wan t apologize if that is an,

,

| 25 apparent incon si s t ency. What we were suggesting in the

i

I
1

r

.

i
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| AGBagb i footnote is that we were hedaing our bets until we heard

2 from the County and as I said earlier I was fully expecting

3
[}

to hear something from the County on this point. Having

4 heard nothing from them, you're right, my verbal remarks do

5 supercede that foonote.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: I did want to get LILCO and the

7 Staf f's views and take away your - f ree right. I guess,

8 Mr. Irwin, as to environmental qualifications and just let

9 you voice disagreements with some of what I said on there.

10 MR. IRWIN: de believe basically what we said in-

.11 our paper, namely that the Appeal Board was concerned, in

12 the event that there was equipment which LILCO believed

13 needed to be qualified, with whether the qualification

() 14 process was properly completed and so forth, that if the

15 Staff concluded that there was no such qualification

16 nece ssary -- e xcuse me , that there was no equipment f alling

17 within the 50.49(b)(2) category and therefore there was no

18 equipment that needed to be qualified that such a

19 determination by the Sta ff on the basis of the inf or mation

20 suoplied by LILCO would be within the proper scope of
21 decisional responsibility lef t to the Staf f and

22 the matter could be closed on that basis.
23 (Discussion off the record. )

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER : I'm sorry, go a he ad .

25 MR. IRWIN: L e t m e --

...__..m
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2 ' AGBagb~ l JUDGE BRENNER: I'll be more particular: What

2 about the Oaunty's point that the bases for the Staff's;
4

3.{). agreement with LILOO that there is no 50. 4 9( b) ( 2 ) equipment

4 depends at least in part on the acceptance of the two USI

5 A-47 studies?

6 MR. IRWIN: We.ll there was one point that

7 remained to be addressed Judge Brenner ---

8 JUDGE BRENNER: -- which we should point out are

9 not all of the studies or analyses upon which the resolution

| 10 of A-47 f or Shoreham depends, but they are the two that were
i

|| the subject of the remand.

12 MR. IRWIN: That is co.rrec t.

13 Had I not contented myself with a f ree ride I

() 14 would have said that Suffolk County disagr eed with;

| 15 Ms. Letsche's characterization in the Coun ty's pleading that - '

16 Counsel f or LILCO and the Staff agreed with Suff olk County

17 that there were major interties between the A-47 and the EO

| 18 issues. I don't recall ever having made such a

j 19 representationi if I did, I would repent myself rather

20 he ar tily.

21 We do not agree with it. There are a number of

4 22 independent bases, starting with the entire design basis of

i 23 the plant which takes us back over a decade to a philosophy

() 24 of either designing equipment so that it i s safe ty-related
,

| 25 or isolated from saf ety-related power sources or fu~ctions,

i

_ . _ - . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , . _ . _ _ _ _ _. , .., ., . _ . . _ ,
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1 AGBagb I and following through a whole series of studies of varying
|

2 degrees of comprehensiveness, a number of which were

~3 3 referred to either in the E0 litigation it self or in the 7-B
(Q

4 litigation conducted over a period of years, some of which

S we referred to in our pleading. Even since that time there

6 have been other studies in addition to the two A-4 7 s tudies ,

7 which are confirmatory in nature.

8 The long and short of it is if you are trying to

9 prove a negative , which essentia lly the 50.49( b)(2)

10 e xclusionary category is, it is very difficult to construc t

il the perfect definitive dispositive study. Wha t you have is

12 a combination of design philosophy reinf orced by

13 cons truc tion patterns , quality assurance and a whole series

() 14 of confirmatory studies which build up a very high degrae of

15 confidence in your outcome. Thi s was the basis on which
16 Mr. Kasak was able to testify in January of '83 that he

17 believed there were few, if any, and he thought probably no
18 pieces of equipment in that category , and that conclusion

19 has simply been reinforced by the confirmatory studies on

20 A-47 as we ll as a couple of others which we haven't even

21 bothered to put into the record. So the long and short of

22 it, we disagree with the County on that.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Sta ff , did you want to add

() 24 anything on that?

25 MR. BORDENICK: Ye s , Ju dg e Brenner. I also
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,1 AGBagb i disagree with the County for -the reasons that Mr. Irwin has
~

2 indicated with specific reference to Ms. Letsche 's statement

3 in her report about the parties agreeing that USI A-47 --- to

4- use the shorthand -- EO issues are closely related to one

; 5 another. Perhaps she got that idea f rom a statement I made

6 -- and the only reason I made it, quite frankly, was at the

j 7 time that conversation was going on I was also in the

8 process of trying to get the affidavits together and it was
,

9 a question of who had prepared what sections. And if you'll
'

10 no ti ce --

t
'

il JUDGE BRENNER: Le t me .interj ec t I have read

1 12 the SER's and the SER section -- I don't remember the
i

'
13 section exac tly, 3. II-something, depench aoparently

() 14 expressly as I read it on the two A-47 studies for the

15 50.49 ( b) ( 2 ) analysis. I believe -- I don't have it in front

! 16 of me now.
I

17 MR. BORDENICK: You are corre ct in part.

) 18 JUDGE BRENNER: I mean I have i t, I just

j 19 didn't...

| 20 MR. LANPHER: Page 3-8.

21 MR. BORDENICK: That is certainly not an
i

j 22 unre asonable reading o f that par ticular section --

i 23 MR. LANPHER: -- t h e second f ull paragraph.

i () 24 MR. BORDENICK: it doesn't depend completely--

25 on those studies.

9

!

!

i

i

.. . _ _ . . . ~ . _ _ . _ , - . , - . , .. _ - _ ,,,, . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . , . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . , . . . . ,
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i AGBagb i But the point I am making with respect to the

2 statement in Ms. Letsche's filing is that with respect to

} diff erent Staff witnesses involved in preparation of3

4 subparts of Section 3.11, the part you have just referred to

5 was prepared by a Mr. LeGreen and I had to get that into his
i

6 affidavit for purposes of his swearing to the accuracy of

7 that subpart. But the thrust of that particular section was

8 prepared by Mr. Mauck.

9 So this is by way of explanation to --
|

10 JUDGE BR2NNER: Well is there a relationship cr

il not?

12 MR. BORDENICK: In part but not totally.

13 JUDGE BRENNER . I don't. think anybody argued the

() 14 total relationship.

15 MR. BORDENICK: But I don't think they are

16 interrelated f or purposes of the Board disposing of E0 and
17 A-47. And again, this ties in with the fact that I would

13 have expected the County to give us some f urther indication

19 if in f act they believe that's the case. I would like to

20 know a li ttle further the basis for that belief and I have
21 not heard anything this morning.

22 MR. IR4IN: If I could just have one more time at

23 this things

() 24 Whether the A-47 studies may in f act relate to

25 the EQ studies is not necessarily the only question. Th e

,

I

_
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i AGBagb I only question is whether there is additional information as
.

2 we ll . And in LILCO's mind there was additional su fficient,

'- / 3 information as well to have led it to the conclusion that

', 4 there was no equipment in the 50.49(b)(2) category.

S Secondly, the Appeal Board's decision. as we read

| 6 it is simply the binary decision of the threshold and only
1

7 if one get s into the question -- only if one gets into the>

8 conclusion that there is 50.49(b)( 2) equipment does one,
.

9 begin to parce the basis -- does one have to parce the*

1 10 basis for the Sta.ff's conclusion.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Let me ask this then
4

j 12 I suppose we can take responses in turn f rom the County--

;

j 13 and LILCO and the Staffs

() 14

| 15
:
J

16l
4

1 17

; Id
|

19
*

\.

20'
i.

| 21
>

! 22
;

23
i

( 24
:

25
|

1

!
t
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1- AGBeb I If we were to give the County t.ime to tell us

2 specifically what. If anything, it were to seek to challenge

3 with respect to the USI A-47 studies, what would the County{
4 have to show us in order for us to conclude that yes, it has

5 me t whatever requirements should be applicable? That's the

6 question in order to be entitled to f rame an i ssue for

7 litigation.
,

8 MR. LANPHER: I would be happy to go first.

9 I think at page 59 of the Appeal Board's decision

10 that it basically answers that question for you, Judge. I

11 do have some other comments I would like to come back to
-

12 afterwards. But it says it's:

13 " . . ..ent itled co t est the basis of any

() 14 conclusion regarding this matter in the same

15 manner as any other litigable issue."

16 I think that means that we would have to come
17 forward and show -- I'm not sure you have to do a formal

18 contention but you have to lay out precisely, so people are

19 on notice, exactly what is of concern, and so forth, so that

20 the li tigation can go forward on a reasoned basis.

21 The thing that would be challenged is the

22 conclusion of the Staf f regarding this matter. I've

23 paraphrased but that's at the top of page 59 also. And I am

() 24 not sure again that the Aopeal Board had in mind contentions

25 or whatever in this regard, because it said It's entitled

4
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i AGBeb I to test the basis of any conclusion, as any other issues.

2 I read that as saying in the formal adjudicatory pattern
1

/~') 3 that Licensing Boards usually conduct.y
4 We are willing to stipulate now that when we

5 finish our review we will advise the Board and parties

6 exactly what it is, if anything, t hat we w an t to contest. I

7 think I said that earlier so I don't want to repea t myse lf .

8 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Tha t would be

9 specificity. I gue ss.

10 MR. LANPHER: Yes.

.11 JUDGE BRENNER : What about the bases for

12 believing tha t there is a litigable 1ssue?

IJ MR. LANPHER: Yes.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER: Would we have to find-- I hate

15 to use this words it was overused in the hearing the first

16 t i me . But would we have to find some nexus to the umbre lla
17 7-B issue?

18 MR. LANPHER: No. I believe that the Board has

IV already -- the Appeal Board has already deemed this to be a

20 l i tiga bl e issue, again page 59 of it s de ci si on . It clearly

21 was conce rned. I can't read their minds, bJt the Board

22 members were concerned that something was missing here. And

6 23 this Board has to find a way to fill in that void.

() 24 JUDGE bRENNER : We.l l , I didn't ask the question

25 precisely enough.

|
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i AGBeb I In fact the Licensing Board. as I recall, had

2 overruled some of LILCO's objections where LILCO had

(-))
objected that the inquiry on USI A-47 was not material toJ

%
4 7- B . What I meant was-- So 1n general we are past the

5 point as to whether some aspects at least of A-4 7 could be

6 material to 7-B.

7 The question is whether whatever specific --

8 whatever issue the County framed with specificity and bases

9 would also have to show a nexus between that issue and the

10 overa.11 7-8 contantion , or is it impo ssible to h ave an issue

.11 related to A-47 which is unrelated to 7-B?

12 MR. L ANPHER: The bottom of page 58 of the Appeal

IJ Board's decision, your Honor, I think may provide some
e

14 guidance on that, Judge Brenner. The Bo ar d s a id :

15 "We do not have su fficient inf ormation

16 to conclude that the ultimate resolut ion of A -47

17 will have no signif ic ance f or Shoreham. "

18 I think they were-- This is subject to reviewing

19 other portions of their opinion. I think they were

20 hasically focusing on A-47 and not specifically in the 7-B

21 context, so I do not believe that we would be required to

| 22 tie that to the overall -- what you call the umbrella
!

23 conten tion o f 7-B.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't know what to call it at

25 this point, but it is almost history.

,

!

!
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1 AGBeb I MR. L ANPHER : I don't have a teeshirt for this

2 year.

1

("') J JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe your teeshirt was I

'U

|4 premature, if I recall the wording on it.

5 MR. LANPHER: I've got two of t hem alre ady. ;

l
6 But that's the best I can do in terms of '

7 answering the 7-B question.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Earley?

9 MR. EARLEY: In response to the question what

10 does SC have to show, I think there are a number of thinas.

Il First, let me say that whether or not the Board

12 decides to allow the County a chance to litigate, we s ti ll

13 think that there is a ba si s, and a sound basis for allowing

o) 14 any licensing of the plant to go forward.(_,

15 And to clarify one thing the Staf f mentioned,

16 that some of the other plants that had been licensed with

17 the USI A-47 issue outstanding and they were not contested,

18 and the Board asked the questivo. LILCO ci ted those things
19 for not the proposition that no hearing should be granted

20 but, really, the equitable issues associated with licensing

21 the plant, regardless of whether any hearings go on or not.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: I know. But the reason I a s'< e d

2J you the question I did was to carry your reasoning further

() 24 to a context that you certainly are probably not interested,

25 in.

i

!
i

l
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1 AGBe b i de would_ accept that argument to say that our

2 decision on the effect of the pendency of the diesel issue

r~T J in Shoreham was incorrec t because the Staf f went ahead andb
4 licensed Grand Gulf. And there may be an at guable

\

5 distinction betuaen what Staff may do and what may be

6 considered correct in an adjudicatory se tting. TNat is why

7 I asked you your other question.
,

.

8 But I understood I think the purpose of LILCO in
,

9 citing the cases.

10 MR. EARLEY: I think it was cited for a limited

il purpose and not for the pro' position-- We didn't cite it as
~

~

12 Comiission precedent that has to be f ollowed. NJt just a
13 consideration in looking at the evidence.

() 14 But to get to the f ac tors 'that ough t to be
15 considered, first is the t ime l in e s s. If the County submits

t

16 any issue, the Board ought to engage the 'reasonablene ss or

unreason atdanb. is of any delay.17 In fact, If the Board

18 decides at. th'e outset that it really would be justified now
19 in eliminating any further lit ig at ion because the County has
20 45een untimely and has not engaged these studies earlier,

21 then the standard for pere.itting lit igat ion ough t to be

22 fairly 5.igh.

23 The second thing that the -Board ought to look at

() 24 is the significance of the issues raised. They ought to be

25 particularized issues relating to the study, not generalized e

~ i

*
. _ - .
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,

l' AG8eb- 1 dohcarns. ' They-ought ~ to be very particular problems that
t - !

'

2 Lthe Cgunty can show at the outset that there i s so me
i

'{ ) 3 threshold sho' wing that it is a signficant 1 safety issue that

4 the Board ought to go back and reopen the record and hear.

5 And third. I think any litigation ought to be
'

| 6 limited to the i esults of the study, and by that I mean thats.

13;3 7 we shou'Idn't get into whether there are other studies or

8 other things that ought to be done to resolve A-47.
f
! v, 9 When the reco-f vas closed on the i

;v

10 systems-in teraction- issue , everybody knew what was being

'll done to resolve A-47. There were two studies that the Staff

12 'had aske 'LILCO to do to'. confirm the resolution of the USI
i

.

13 A-47.' The County now shouldn't .come back and say Oh, we ll,,

<

{() 14 there are two or three other studies that you also ought to
.

} 15 do in addition to those. So we oug'it ' to f ocus on those two
!

'

i ,16 studies and whether the results of those studies show that
i '

I 17 there are some saf ety problems at Shoreham.
1

! 18 And finally I do-think that there ought to be
t

*L

i 19 some relationship to the overall 7-3 contention. A-47 was, , ,
t ,

20 not a signficant part of the systems-interaction

21 litigation. I believe it was limited to several pages in

f F22 the County's initial testimony.

23 In briefly reviewing the record, I do n ' t t hin k we4

,() 24 . spent mo're than 20 pages on A-47 out of a massive proceeding
; v

I 25 / on systems interaction. So that it ought to be look at ins

;

-

i
1

, , , - , yr , e- , , . , , c.-- ,-,--,-,,.~,,,,--,.,,,.--,.,,,--.,--r,---n - n .n.,.v,..-,,,,, -w w ,. ,,,,,n,,.y-,,,, ,.,,,,r- - - , - .-
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l- AG8eb I the context of the overall systems-interaction' I ssue since

2 that was the litigated i ssue, and whether or not the County

n 3 can show .that because of some defect in the studies or
; \)

4 something in the study show that there -is something wrong

S with the overall conclusions that systems interactions are

6 not a problem at Shoreham.

7 I think those are the things that the Board ought

8 to look at if the Board decides that some hearing should be

9 permitted, or the County should be given an additiona.

10 opportunity to pursue a hearing..

.11 JUDGE BRENNER: Sta ff.

12 MR. BORDENICK In connection with the 7-B

13 litigation. I agree that there must be some connection shown

() 14 on one hand be tween that. On the other hand, I would hope

15 that the County doesn't take ALAB 788 as an invitation to
;

i 16 try to reopen 7-B. If they do I think they need to meet a

17 f airly sti ff burden in the context of a tr aditional motion

18 to reopen.

j 19 I personally don't believe that the Appeal Board

20 was speaking in that sort of a context. Obviously , as.

21 Mr. Earley pointed out, they are going to have to address

22 the timeliness aspect, and I think all the parties have
;

23 spent some amoun t of time on that particular point this

'() 24 morning. And I won't reiterate the arguments that have been

1 25 made except to say in summary, or in conclusion, I don't

'
,

, . _ , - - _ - . _ . . . - , - - . , . . . . _ . . . . . . ....,__._..--.----,..--,m_-- . . , , - . . - - , _ . , - , - . - .
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1 AG Beb I think they have been timely.

2 'Also of course the Board is aware of the Appeal
' 3 Board decision in the Catawba, which I think is going to be

4 applicable in this particular Ins tance. As far-as I'm

S concerned, in looking at ALAB 7d8, I key on the word on page
6 58 where the Appeal Board was-talking about the fact that
7 the . Staff had required additional .information, and the

8 Appeal Board indicated:

9 "We, lik e the Sta f f, do not have

10 sufficient Information to conclude that the
.11 ultimate resolution of USI A-47 will have no
12 significance for Shoreham."

13 The key word I would focus on there is the word

; () 14 " significance." In other words, the County has got to come

15 in with some thing significant. To , in e ff ec t, nitpick what;

16 LILCO did or didn't do in their studies or what the Staf f;

!

17 did or didn't da in their review of those studies is not
18 going to carry the day, in my opinion. They are going to

19 have to show some significence, some saf ety significance for
20 Shoreham.

21 Until I see what they come in with I don't think

22 I can address Ulat point any further.

23 JUDGE BRENNER : LILCO mentioned the point and

() 24 then you, Mr. Bordenick, emphasized it a little more

25 strongly by using the word "obviously." You said obviously

.

_ _ _.__ _____.____.._____ __.__ _ ____ _.___._-._._
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'1 AG Be b . I timeline ss would 'oe a factor and then you said Catawba would.

2 be applicable.

3 Why is that obvious? Don't we have a situation>

4 here where the Appeal Board on page 59 said:

5 "The County is entitled to test the

: 6 basis of any conclusion regarding this matter in

7 the same manner as any other litigable i s su e . "

8 Why is timeliness obviously a f actor then since

9 now we are in a posture of supplementing the record in

10 re spon se to the remand?-
1
~

11 MR. BORDENICK: I .say that because as you' pointed

12 out earlier, through no f ault of its own, the Appeal Board

13 was unaware of the subsequent developments. And I for one

() 14 helieve that if they had been aware, perhaps you would have

i 15 some different language in this ALAB. Unfortunately they

| 16 weren't aware of it, and so of course they did not addre ss--

: 17 I don't think they have addressed .the question of timeliness
!

! 18 at all. They had no reason to.
;'

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Are you finished?

! 20 MR. BORDENICK: Yes.
j

; 21 JUDGE BRENNER: I didn't see any petition for
i
i 22 reconsideration filed with the Appeal Board. Did I miss
!

! 23 any?

[ () 24 MR. BORDENICK: No, you didn't. And that thought

25 ran through my mind because I remember a case going back

,

.- - . . - - . - . - . - . . . , - , , _ , - . - - - - - - - . - - . - . , . - - - - . . - . . _ , - -
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I AGBeb 1 many years where something similar happened-- I don't want

2 to go into all the details of it. It was the Fitzpatrick

('} 3 case. It probably goes back to 1973, maybe 1974, where the
v

4 Appeal Board did indicate that perhaps the appropriate

5 procedure to use in circumstances similar to what we f ind

6 ourselves faced with in Shoreham would have been a motion

7 f or reconsideration to the Appeal Board.

8 You are right, none of the parties have thought

9 in that particular context.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, actually I wasn't solely

11 asking to emphasize the point. Due to the fact that we've

12 been at this diesel hearing, it was possible that we might

13 have missed some papers.

() 14 Is it correct that LILCO has not filed?

15 MR. IRWIN: It is correct, Judge Brenner. And

16 part of the reason LILCO has not filed any paper with the

17 Aopeal Board was almost immediately af ter the Appeal Board's
18 decision was handed down , your bench order indicated that

19 this Board would take the issue up promptly, and we f rankly
20 expected that substantive issues, if there were any, would

21 have been crystalized today because of the Board's two clear

22 in junctions to the County to show any su bs tan tive

23 di ff icul ties they might have.

() 24 I thought things were moving along quite briskly

25 wi th this Board.

- . . -
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2 AGBe b I JUDGE BRENNER: That may or may not be the case,

2 but it seens to me if a party wants to argue that ti.mel ine ss

(G~S
3 should clearly be a factor as opposed to arguably being a

4 f actor , that reconsideration before the Appeal Board would

S have been the best route to test the vitality of that claim.

6 MR. BORDENICK: Again, Judge Br enner, for the

7 Staff's part at least, I was laboring apparently under the

8 erroneous impression that I would hear something today. So

9 again in my case , si tting here this morning and thinking

to about the reconsideration aspect , it was rea~11y a matter

11 that really crossed my mind for the first time this

12 morning.

13 MR. IRWIN: I think there is also an additional

() 14 po in t , Judge Brenner, and that is the facts and

15 circumstances that aoply to any kind of remand are thi ng s

16 which I don't think the Appeal Board, any more than any

17 other adjudicatory or appeal tribunal, wou ld suggest be

18 I Jnored. When one talks about susceptibility to litigation,

19 the same as any other litigaole matter , one doesn't ignore

20 the surrounding circumstances such as th e fact that LILCO

21 had completed its analysis and the f act th at the Staff did

22 sign off on it.

2J Unhappily, the Appeal Board didn't know about

() 24 them. I think that the sentence on the bottom of page 58
,

25 which people keep reading has one te lling phrase in it.

__.
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2 AG Be b i That is the phrase "like the Sta ff ." Mr. Lanpher read it a

2 couple of minutes ago. He admitted that phrase.

(~T 3 "We . . . .do not have su f fi ci en t in forma tion
\_)

4 to conclude...."

5 e t cetera.

6 "We, l ik e the S t a.f f , . . . . "

7 The Staff has now got that in formation and has

8 had it over a year, and has put everyhody on notice of its

9 conclusions for over a year. rie thin k that is a significant

10 circumstance.
'

.11 Also, the actual posture of this case at this

12 moment is a signficant circumstance, as is the absence o f

IJ any demonstrated likelihood of any significant e ff ect from

(O,_j 14 this i ssue even if it were not resolved to tally, as LILCO

15 ana the Staf f be lieve it has been resolved.
16 In short, those are all circumstances that ought

il to be taken into account , whether to permi t litigation at

18 .11 and even more, the question of whether to permit
19 litigation in advance of deciding whether or not to

23 forestall the low power licensing decision.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: We are going to take a break now

22 unle ss--

23 Did the County want to respond?

(') 24 MR. LANPHER: I have some brief comments on that.
25 And before we we n t to this question that you've raised, j

!

!

|

_ - ._
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,I AGBeb l ~ Judge Brenner, we had gone around the table and I had aL

2 couple of. comments- in re sponse 11 I may.

3 As I told you at the last break , I've got an

4 interest .in ge tting out of here -so I will be very brlef.

5. I agree with the implication in the Board's-
,

6 statement that timeliness is nowhere i n . th is . They said

7 "You are entitled to- tes t these." And we ought to go back'

8 to the Appeal Board if anyone is going to make a serious

} 9 argument on that.

10 I agree that issues have to be significant or

[ 11 else no one ought to spend the time litigating i t, but a

12 threshold already has been shown at the bottom of page 58,
.

13 that the Appeal Board felt that the record and they believed

() 14 that the Staff felt the record also was inadequa te on A-47.

) 15 So there is a need to fill that record. And we certainly
'i

16 aren't going to ask to have formal adjudication on something

17 that we don't think is significant. I t wo uld be a wa s te o f
'

IS everyone's time.

i 19 Mr. Bordenick I believe said-- Maybe it was
|

| 20 Mr. Earley. I gue ss i t was Mr. Earley who s aid that the

21 focus of any litigation would have to be on the two
i

j P2 s tudie s. The focus of the litigation I believe is defined
!

23 by the Appeal Bo ard. The focus is to test the basis for any

() 24 Sta ff conclusion regarding this ma tter.,

25 Now if the Sta f f conclusion is .only those two
.

|

|
i
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1 AGBeb i studies, that is certainly a major basis f or it and that

2 should be the fc cus. But the Appeal Board defines that and

r3 3 we c an ' t -- de fi ne s th e f o cus , and we ca nn ot set up some
\J

4 artificial limitations.

5 Now let me go back to a couple of things that

6 have also been said.
1

7 I think Mr. Borde ni ck , on at least three

8 occasions, has said Gee, I was surprised this morning that

9 the County didn't come in with something substantive , or

10 something to that e f fect . We are not going to come in and |
|

.11 make a bunch of wild allegations.

12 We set forth in our pleading of the 14th that our

13 experts have been tied up in hearings and obligations in |

() 14 other proceedings, and have not complpted even a detailed
15 preliminary review such that they ar e willing to put down in
16 an a f f idav it f or m that this or that is of significance or
17 not of significance.

la de are not going to speculate on this record, and

19 I think that is to the benefit of all parties that we don't

20 do that.

21 I am sorry. 'A r . Bordenick, that we are not in a

22 po si t i on to go f orward with lots of details.

23

fD 24a
25

. - _ _ - - _ _ _
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1 AG8agb i But that's just the state of the circumstances

2 and notwi ths tanding some people's speculat ion that Gee , we

('s 3 would have thought things could have happened --
(_)

4 Mr. Bridenbaugh and Mr. Hubbard were tied up a good bit of

5 this month in Long I sl and , along with the Board, Mr. Minor

6 has been tied up very significantly on the Seabrook and

7 Clinton proceeding and that's just a fact of lif e.

8 I would like to comment on --

|
9 JUDGE BRENNER : They weren't tied up that much on

10 the diesel hearing but --

.11 MR. LANPHER: They were required to be there.

I 12 dhether they were asked a lot of questions or not, they were
13 up in that proceeding is what I am told by Mr. Dynner.

() 14 LILCD has suggested a number of times that

| IS perhaps we are not to be a ff orded an oopor tuni ty to decide
16 whether something is to be litigated here or not.

17 The A opea l Bo ard -- m ay be I am misconstruing what f
la LILCO says -- the Aopeal Board said we are entitled to test

19 the basis for any conclusion, we are entitled to make a
)

|
| 20 de termination on that, as long as we maet significant '

|

21 standards we are entitled to do that.
22 There was ref erence to the fact that A-47 is
23 allegedly a conf irmatory USI, perhaps that has something to

() 24 do with whether we are entitled to test the bases for the
25 St a f f conclu s ion . This is nowhere in the Appeal Board's

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ -
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i AG8agb 1 decision and again that's the guidance tha t has to be

2 f o llowed.

(-] 3 A nuabar of times there has been talk about a
v

4 re-opening of the record or a re-opening s tandard. The idea

S of meeting some sort of re-opening standard is just nowhere

6 -- here again, the Aopeal Board directed this Board to take

7 in additional inf orm a t ion , it has demanded in effect that we

d re-open -- or that you re-open the reactor record at least

9 for some purpose. So I don't see how that can be pertinent.

10 Over and over we have heard the argument that we

.11 are untimely because we should have come f orth , perhaps

12 particularly with the Appe al Board, to have informed it of

13 the status of the Sta f f's SER -- I believe , as the Board

() 14 said, it was early October when we probably received tre

15 Sta f f's SER on this.

16 I think it is important to kaep the posture of

17 the case be clear at that point. This Board would have lost

Id its jurisdiction somewhere in that time frame had we filed

19 our notice of appeal and that sort of th in g. This Board had

20 neld in its PID that the data which we are discussing now in

21 A-47 were not required f or the record. For us to have

22 attempted to get that in the record we essentially would

23 h ave had to file a motion to re-open with the Appeal Board,

() 24 I believe, as a procedural matter. And to do that, to file

25 that motion to re-open, we would have had to have argued
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i AGBagb I in the substance of our apoeal that you, Judge Bre nner , and

2 the other judges were wrono and that's exactly what we are

(^) 3 br ie f i ng . Now maybe we should have brought that to their
C/

4 a t tent ion in our substantive brief that was filed December

5 23, and we didn't. But certainly made it clear that we

6 thought that these data had to be part of the record. To my

7 recollec tion, no one else in their briefs that were filed in

d early March brought that to the Appe al Boa rd's a ttent ion

V either.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Well you anticipated me, because

11 I was going to say certainly at the t ime you flied the

12 brie f , particularly when such brief argued that the studies

13 ha ve to be performed, it certainly would have baen pertinent

(n) 14 in conju '-tion with that claim to say they have been. But,

IS you didn't and we are at the point we are today.

16 MR. L ANPH ER : That's right.

17 Mr. Earley referenced the Miller board's

18 exemption decision pertaining to phases one and two as a

19 basis for this 30ard, at a minimum, I guess, to say that

20 these issues are not pertinent for phase s one and two , and

21 we have already put in some pleadings with the Commission

22 relating to phases one and two. I don't want to repeat any

2J of that stuff.

() 24 I think it is important for this Board to realize

2S that the 4111er board's phase one and two decision was
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i AG3agb 1 -- addressed whe ther there was a need for diesel generators

2 in phases one and two and did not address the i s s u e s ---

/~w 3 could not have addressed the issues pert inent to ALAB 788 or
(_)

4 systems interaction.

5 And finally, there has been discussion about

6 whether these remand issues have to be resolved prior to a

7 low power decision. We believe that the A ppeal Board's

8 decision makes it clear that we have a right to test the

9 basis for the Sta ff conclusion. That includes the Sta ff

10 conclusion at page five o f the a f f idavit o f Mr. I can't--

il pronounce his name --

12 MR. BORDENICK: Szukiewicz.

13 MR. LANPHE9: Szuklewicz - page five o f his

() 14 a f fidavi t. We believe we have a right to test the bases,

15 the f actual bases that have been put out. We think it may

16 also be significant to point out that Mr. Szukiewicz's

17 affidavit is general in its conclusion , paragraph eight, and
18 it is based upon the supplementary SER, I gue ss Oc tobe r or
19 September of 1933, which was prior to the time the new

20 diesel configuration f or low power f or the exemption was put
21 into place and there is no evidence that the Staff's

22 conclusion has considered the applicability of these studies

2J that LILCO has performed in light of that new con f igur at ion .

() 24 We think there is a void in the record here that |

25 precludes any decision at this time regarding the pertinence 1

-_ _ . _ _ _ . - - . - - _-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
-
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2 AG 8agb I of these outstanding remanded issues to low power and we

2 would urge that the proper decision is to allow us to

(~~}
3 perform our studies in this regard. I believe we suggested

V
4 that we would report to the Board on December 11 th, which I

S think is still a do-able date at least for what we have

6 proposed.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Why don't we take a

8 10 minute break? We may come back and simply adjourn the

9 proceeding or we may come back and te ll you certain things.

10 (Recess.)

.11 JUDGE BRENNER: Back on the record.

12 All right. We can give you a ruling at this time

IJ which obviously will be supported .by a written order setting

() 14 forth our reasoning.

15 We are going to give the County some additional

16 time to set forth issues with respect to A-4 7. However we

17 al so find at this time that the po ssible p~ dancy of any
18 issues under the A-47 romand does not affect the possible

19 issuance of a 1cw power license.

20 In terms of considering whether or not we would

21 have a litigation on the merits, even though it would no t

22 a f fect i ssuance of a low power license, we would require

23 that the County set forth whatever issues it seeks to

() 24 li tigate within the scope of the A-47 ramand with bases and,

25 specificity in addition, the County would have to se t

i

i

o

_ - - -. , , - . . ,-w.-.. - , . , , - . , ,
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2 AGSagb I forth the significance of the issue. As to those criteria,

2 I don' t think any party disagr ees. In any event , we find

3 that those criteria should be appl ic able .

4 de would also require the County to set forth --
|

5 without now deciding whether or not we would consider them

6 in judging the litigability of i ssue s -- t o s e t forth the

7 nexus and significance of the issue to the 7-B issue and/or

8 argue that such f actors are not aooropriate or necessary.

9 I should point out that even if we determine that

10 the factors as I have just stated are not nece ssary -- that

.I l is, the neris and significance if the issu e to 7-B -- we

12 would, of course, only litigate issues we find to be within

13 the scope of the remand. And we have had some discussion of

f) 14 what that me an s. LILCO talks about the remand being inv

IS terms of results of the study. The County read back the

16 language of the Appeal Board but did not f ully indicate
17 4hether it thought LILCO's view of what that language meant
18 was correct or no ;.

19 There is no sense discussing it further in the

20 abstract. However if and when specif ic issues are se t f orth

21 obviously we are going to have to deternine whether or not

22 they are within the scope of the remand. It would therefore

2J behoove the County as part of its filing to say something

() 24 about why it believes it is within the scope of the remand,

25 particularly if it i s an issue where it is not i mmediate ly
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i AG3agb I aoparent why it flows from the conclusions of those two

2 studies.

(~} 3 The County had asked for December .Ilth -- and I
v

4 hard you say that was still do-able. Mr. Lanpher , although

5 your tone of voice was not very emphatic s in any event , is

6 that the date you would still request?

7 MR. LANPHER: Yes.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

9 de would set that as a received date, as has been

10 our practice in the past for the Board and the immediately

.11 participating parties. I think it is a Tuesday, if that's

12 what you're worried about.

13 MR. L ANPHER : As long as i t's not a Monday.

() 14 JUDGE BRENNER : If I have the right year it's a

15 Tuesday.

16 ( Laught er . )
.

17 JUDGE B9ENNER: This procneding begins to be

13 measured in se ve ral ye ars.

IV de would like *o set a f airly t ight frame for an

20 answer and tha t would be on the subject of whether or not

21 the issue s are admissible and we set one week for LILCO,

22 which would be December 18th. We can gi ve the Sta ff a f ew

23 more days beyond that, but not a f ull wank , like until the

24 21st.

25 MR. BORDENICK: The Id th i s a Tue sday --

_ _ _ _ _ , . _ . _ __ . _ _ _
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i AGBagb I JUDGE BRENNER: Yes , the 21st is a Fridav.

2 MR. BORDEllICK: The 21st is a Friday.

r3 3 Tha t would be a received date also?
V

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes.

5 MR. BORDErlICK: -- LILCO's fili ng on the 18th?

6 JUDGE BRENNER : Yes.

7 Particularly received by tha St af f , given the

6 time frames we've set.

9 Our practice in the p as t has haen for parties to

10 make good faith ef forts to discuss issues bef ore the first

11 filing by whichever party is golog to set forth issues,

12 which usually has been the County, and we would put that

13 same requirement in place here. I t is a good f aith e f fort

() 14 and the abilities to fully come to grips with what is being

l$ filed will vary depending on their readine ss and we

16 unders tand that. These ef for ts sometime s have the benef it

17 of at least resulting in issues being framed so that tne

18 parties unders tand the i ssues evrsn thouah - and sometimes

IV even an agreement on the admissibili ty , bu t not always . And

20 this is helpf ul even where there may continue to be violent

21 disagreements on the merits of the issues.

22 If there are issues set forth and some potential

2J se ttlement or nirrowing discussions going on even while the

() 24 issues are being set forth on the filing schedule we had

20 provided, we, of course, would like to he apprised of that

-. - ____ .__ . . .. . . . - -
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I AGBagb I as part of the appropriate filings from the parties.

2 In thinking about it for the first time I suppose

r~w 3 it would be helpful but not necessarily required unless it[
! ()
t 4 would support some of the other criteria we have already set

S forth to get some insight if there is an issue being set

6 forth into what the parties would attempt -- an outline of

7 what the parties might attempt to put forward in evidentiary

8 litigation on a subject and what other procedural steps, if

9 any, would be necessary leading up to consideration of the

10 issue on the merits. Including any party's views on possible

.l i summary disposition and whether there is any need for any
12 sort of discovery at this point.

13 Tha t's a ll we have. If there are any questions

() 14 of a clarifying nature but not of a reconsideration nature,

IS we will entertain them.

16 MR. IRMIN: We don't have any que s t ions , Judge.

17 JUDGE BRENNER : All right.

18 Hearing none, we are adjourned. Have a happy

IV Thanksgiving and holiday season beyond tha t.

20 ( nhereupon , at 11 :47 a.m. , the conference in the

21 above-entitled matter was adjourned.)

22

23

(
2S

!
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